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STUDY OF NUCLEAR STRUCTURE FROM THE ANALYSIS OF y RAYS 

FOLLa.liNG 1-L CAPTURE IN AI, Si, Ca, AND Co. 

Lo Edward Temple, Jr. 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
University of California • 

Berkeley, California 

ABSTRACT 

An analysis of y rays emitted following 1-1. capture in AI, Si, Ca, 

and Co has been carried out with the intention of studying the structure 

of theriuclear states excited in the muon capture reaction. The results 

of this experiment are correlated and compared with the results of 

single nucleon pick-up reactions, photoexcitation and electroexcitation 

studies, and thermal neutron capture experiments as well as with theoret-

ical nuclear structure calculations. These correlations reveal the 

similarities of the various excitation techniques and show how muon 

·'capture studies compliment and extend the information one can obtain 

about nuclear structure. 

The close correlation of the states populated in 39K following 
·. 4o 

muon capture in Ca with those populated in the single nucleon pickup 

reaction 40ca(t,a:)39K indicates that single hole states are populated 

preferentially in the residual 39K nucleus when·.~ single neutron is 

emitted following the muon capture. An identification of the states 

formed in 28Al following muon capture in 28si with levels thought to be 

configuration mixed particle-hole states is made. 

The results of the photoexcitation reaction 40ca(y,py' )39K are 

compared with the 
40ca(~-~.-,vn)39K results and indicate the presence of a 

giant resonance mechanism in the muon captu~e process. The relative 

frequency of populating ld
512 

proton hole states to that of populating 
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the 2s
112 

proton hole state in 39K following !J.':" capture in 40ca is 

compared with the theoretically calculated ratio. The inference of a· 

giant Ml resonance mechanism in muon capture drawn rrom a correlation 

with the 180 deg inelastic electron scattering data for 
28

si is used to 

~ + 28 . 
identify the 2202 keV, J = 1 , level in Al as the parent ·of the 

isobaric analog state at 11.41 MeV in 28si. The strong excitation of 

the third excited state in 27 Al following muod -~apture in 28si when 

contrasted with the absence of evidence for a proton group corresponding 

28 '27 to the excitation of this level in the Si( ''h p) Al reaction demonstrates 

that additional states are excited in muon capture which are not excited 

in photoeicitation. The 

26Mg and 27Al(y,py')26Mg 

1 t . f t .. · 26Mg ;n the 27Al(.,-,"n) popu a ~ons o s ates ~n • ~ ~ 

reactions correlate closely and this may be· 

evidence that the photoexcitation reaction is prpceeding via the 

E:.T = 1 branch. 

The results of this experiment are discussed in the context of 

other muon capture experiments which measure neutron multiplicities, 

charged particle emission, and no particle emission. A comparison with 

other gamma spectra measurements is made for Si~ Ca, and Co. 

I 

.! 
! 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

With the discovery of muons in cosmic rays in the mid 1930's, it 

was thought that the quanta of the field responsible for nuclear forces 

. had been· found. 1" However, as shown later the mu mesons do not interact 

appreciably with nucleons. The pi mesons discovered by Lattes:, Occhialini 

and Powell
2 

in 1947 are the quanta of the nuclear force predicted by 

Yukawa3 in 1935· Mu mesons are subject to electromagnetic and weak inter-

actions with nuclei, but as mentioned do not interact strongly. 

Even though they are not the quanta of the nuclear force ~ mesons 

have yielded much information about this force arid about nuclear structure. 

The electromagnetic interaction of muons with nuclei has been exploited 
. . 4 

in the study of mu-mesic atoms to determine the nuclear charge distri-

bution with high precision. The ~- meson stopping in cond.ensed material 

inter.acts electromagnetic<jilly with the nucleus and is trapped in: a- Bohr 

orbit. In a time very short compared to its decay lifetime, it falls into 

the ls orbit5 and from there either decays .or interacts with the nucleus. 

As a result of the interatomic transitions between Bohr orbits, Auger 

electrons and mu-mesic x rays are emitted. Since the muon is 200 times 

as heavy as an electron the radius of its innermo$t orbit is much smaller 

than that of an electron. In fact, in medium and large Z elements the 

muon wave function in these orbits is inside the nucleus much of the 

time. It is this nuclear penetration and the subsequent departure from 

the simple Bohr hydrogen-atom formula for describing the muon energy 

levels that yields information on the nuclear chargeradius from measure-

ments of mu-mesic x-ray energies. 
. 6 

Total capture rates ' 7 measured for many elements are in good 

agreement with the predictions of PrimakoffB which are based on a 

Universal Fermi Interaction which also describes the analogous. electron 
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K-capture reaction. However, in contrast to K-electron capture which 

is endoergic for stable nuclei, muon capture, because of the large rest 

mass of the muon, is exoergic by approximately 100 MeV for all nuclei. 

Thus nuclear structure in the continuUm can bestudied in muon capture. 

A dominant .feature of nuclear structure in this energy region is the 

giant dipole resonance. 9 
,. 10 

This phenomenon was first observed. in the 

photon cross section of all nuclei. 9, 11 In fact;, it is a result of the 

hugh (-y,n) cross section in the resonance that it is possible to produce 

large fluxes of neutrons using bremsstrahlung from electron linacs. 

In addition to the study of muonic atoms, there have been several 

attempts to use the muon nuclear capture reaction as a probe of nuclear 

structure. In particular, attempts have been made to relate neutron 

multiplicity measurements 12 to the nucl,eon velocity distributions within 

the target nuclei. More recently it has been shown that muon capture 

proceeds largely through a giant dipole excitation mechanism similar to 

that of photo-excitation. The existence of this resonance mechanism in 

muon capture was established without doubt by the neutron energy spectrum 

measurements of Evseev et a1. 13 which exhibited definite resonance 
? 

structure. 

The use of nuclear gamma rays emitted following m~on capture to 

study this resonance capture mechanism was first demonstrated in the 

partial capture rates
14 

for muons in 16o leading to excited nuclear 
. 15 15 

states in N. In particular, the partial capture rate to the 6.322 

MeV, ~· = 3/2-, state in 15N was measured to be Aexp = 2.50 (± 0.23) x 

4 ~1 ' 16 . 
10 sec • Raphael, Uberall, and Werntz had used a generalized 

Goldhaber-Teller model for nuclear giant dipole resonances and predicted 

4 -1 
that this rate should be A h = 3 X 10 sec • . t eory 

The work described here continues in the spirit of probing n~clear 

\ 
( f.) 
\...1' 

; . . ' 
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structure from the analysis of ganuna rays following !J. capture. To be 

specific the results of this experiment are correlated with the results 

of single nucleon pick-up reactions, photoexcitation and electro-

excitation studies, and thermal neutron capture experiments as well as 

with theoretical nuclear structure· calculations. These correlations 

then reveal the similarities of the various excitation techniques and 

show how muon capture studies compliment and extend the information one 

can obtain about nuclear structure. 

The muon capture reaction is shown schematically in Fig. la,b. The 

ll is captured by the nucleus from a ls atomic orbit. The capture 

proceeds via the reaction 

where M is the target nucleus and N is the product nucleus. Treating 

the nuclear recoil'non-relativistically, conservation of energy and 

momentum give the neutrino energy for this reaction 

where 

2 -lz-~ A ) 2 pVc = !J.C - M c -z . 

~ = mass of the target nucleus 

!J. = rest mass of the muon 

B. E. -
ll 

B.E. = K-shell binding energy of the ll meson 
ll 

Q 

as 

z-~ mass of the product nucleus (in its ground state) 

momentum of the neutrino 

Q = excitation energy of the product nucleus 

c = velocity of light 

A comparison of calculations made by Primako££8 with experimental data 

indicates that the average neutrino energy following muon capture is 

approximately 80 MeV. The result of this reaction is shown on a nuclear 
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1:. N 

(b) 
XBL 723-584 

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the J.l capture process, a) before 

.capture the muon is in the ls Bohr orbit about the nucleus M, 

(b) the excited nucleus N* recoils with m6rnentum eN* following 

the emission of a neutrino with momentum p • 
~v 
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energy level diagram in Fig. 2. The capture can leave the resulting 

nucleus in a bound state or it can excite a virtual state in the continuum. 

If excitation to an excited bound state occurs, gamma decay characteristic 

of this nucleus is observed. If the capture proceeds to a state in the 

contimlllm, particle emission occurs leaving a residual nucleus in either 

an excited state or its ground state. If the residual nucleus is left 

in an excited state, gamma rays characteristic of the residual nucleus 

are observed. It is these gamma· transitions from bound excited states 

in the inte~ediate nucleus and residual nuclei that are detected in this 

experiment. 

As a result of an analysis of these gamma rays, the final nuclear 

species formed following muon capture can be identified by identifying 

the spectral lines as gamma transitions between states of a particular 

nucleus. By comparing the probabilities of exciting particular nuclear 

states in other reactions such as pickup reactions the structure of 

states populated in muon capture can be identified (i.e., particle.., hole, 

single-hole, etc.). Once the structure of states populated preferentially 

in muon capture is established, this reaction can be used in the 

classification of states whose structure is not known. 

As a consequence of the large kinetic energy retained by the 

neutrino, the capturing nucleus recoils with some significant velocity • 

Short-lived nuclear levels may be distinguished from long-lived levels 
0 

because of the Doppler broadening of lines for transitions ·with lifetimes 

shorter than the slowing down time of the recoiling nucleus. Further .. 

more, as subsequen~ particle emission effects the velocity distribution 

of the recoiling nucleus, the shape of Doppler broaderted lirtes may help 

identify the process (for example, whether or not particle emission 

occurs) in ambiguous cases. 



Fig. 2. Energy level diagram. 
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N 
(A-1) + n 

Z-1 · 

I 
XBL 723-583 

N Muon capture in a target nucleus 
2

A can 

lead to bound or unbound excited (cross hatched region) states 

in the AN + 1 nucleus. The unbound excited states can then 
A-1 

N decay by particle emission, e.g. to excited states in the 
2

_
1

(A-l) 

nucleus. The bold arrows represent the gamma ray transitions 

detected in this experiment. 
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Particle decay characteristics from excitation into the continuum 

may be determined from an analysis of gamma rays_ follow~ng muon capture. 

In particular a large fraction of proton or neutron plus proton 

emission may imply that the capture occurs on a nu~leon cluster at the 

. . 17 
nuclear surface. 

A c_omparison of the muon capture results w1th. thcise of photo

excitation and inelastic electron scattering experiments can reveal the 

type and.amount of giant resonance mechanism in themuon capture process. 

The results of an analysis of gamma-ray spectra following fl-

capture in Al, Si, Ca, and Co are reported here. In Chapter II the 

background material necessary to understand the rimon capture nuclear 

eltcitation reaction is presented. A review of the theory of muon 

capture is given, pertinent aspects of the giant resonan~e mechanis~ are 

presented, and several muon capture experiments are reviewe·d. · The 

experimental apparatus and procedure for this e:X:pe:dment are described 

in Chapter Ill. Chapter IV describes the data analysis. The experi-

mental results are presented in Chapter v. The types of comparisons 

and correlations mentioned above are made in Chapter VI and in-Chapter 

· VII the conclusions drawn from this study are presented • 

rl 
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II •. THEORY OF MUON CAPTURE·. 

Since understanding the J.l capture process is important in under-

standing.and interpreting the final nuclear excitations which are a 

result of the capture reaction, a review of the muon capture reaction in 

1 1
. . . . . h. h 18-20 s .·. 1' . comp. ex nuc e~ ~s g~ven ~n t ~s c apter. evera muon capture expen.-

menta aee also reviewed and the giant resonance mechanism in nuclear 
' . 

' . 

reactions is· discussed to lay the foundation for. the presentation of our 

experimental results and the conclusions drawn from these results. 

~ A. The Muon Capture Reaction in Complex Nuclei 

The dE!velopment of the theory of the mu~n·capture reaction is 

given in several stages. First, a review of the derivation of an effective 

Hamiltonian for this reaction is presented. This review begins with a 

treatment of the simplified interaction of a muon with a single proton in 

the framework of the Universal Fernii Interaction (UFI) formalism and 
. 

continues by discussing the steps leading from the description of this 

simple interaction to the Hamiltonian for the interaction of a muon with 

a complex nucleus. Then a formulation of the systematics of muon capture 

based on this Hamiltonian is presented. Finally; a review of the results 

of calculations (based on this Hamiltonian and specific nuclear models) 

c).f nuclear muon capture rates is given. 

1. The Effective Hamiltonian 

A muon (here only negative muons concern u~) is a lepton. As such 
i • 

it can interact weakly, for example the muon decays 
I ,, 

J.l ~ e + v + .v 

-6· 21 
with a mean lifetime -r = 2.1983 (± 0.0008 x 10. sec. The weak 

m 

interactions are described in the framework of the. Universal Fermi 

Interaction. The UFI theory is also used in describing muon capture by 

a nucleus, since this reaction proceeds via a weak interaction of the muon ' 

I i• 
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with the nucleus. First, the theory is applied to a simplified interaction 

of four .bare fermions· 

ll +p~n+v 

as represented schematically in Fig. 3. This reaction corresponds to 

1 muon capture on H. The Hamiltonian for this reaction is written as a 

product of a nucleon current and a lepton current, where each term is 
. . . 

the difference of a ve~tor and an axial vector operator operating on the 

incident particle wave functions.
22 

This interaction is thus called the 

V-A interaction. 

The muon capture reaction is entirely similar to the K-capture 

beta-decay process. In both K capture and muon capture the bare nucleon 

coupling constants must be renormalized to account. for the fact t"):la t the 
·· .. 

nucleons are "dressed" in a meson cloud. 22 In this picture, for example 

+ a proton may exist for a short time as a neutron and a :JL meson. As a 

result of the fact that the nucleons are "dressed," an induced pseudo-

scaler term and a weak magnetism term must also be included in the muon 

capture Hamiltonian as well as the vector and axial vector terms. 

Using the Dirac equation, an effective Hamiltonian to describe 

the capture of a muon by an arbitrary nucleus is derivecf3 from the V-A 

currents including the above mentioned terms. the probability of muon 

capture with a nuclear transition from state a to state b is then 

written as 

2rr I I >2 dn W ( a ~ b ) = ti ( b Hll a dE 

where H --the effective Hamiltonian described above 
ll 

dn 
-.--energy density of final states for the system. dE 

At this point we remark that the "constants" of the effective Hamiltoniim 

1 are renormalized with ·respect to those o;f the muon capture on H inter-
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Fig. 3· Muon capture on a proton. 

I 
lid I ,. 

XBL 723-585 
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action. This is a consequence of the fact that nucleons inside the 

nucleus interact with a lepton field differently than free nucleons do. 

This is for two reasons: First, the "constants" in the effective Hamil-

tonian are really form factors dependent on the momentum of, the neutrino • 
. , 

In the case of muon capture by a nucleus part ofthe energy is used up 

in overcoming the nucleon binding energy and part left as residual 

nuclear excitation, so that the neutrino receives.considerably less 

energy than in the case of. capture in hydrogen; second, the weak inter-

action between nucleons within the nucleus can be described by .~pecial 
'-• ·~iN-- •. 

diagrams that do not exis~ for the single-nucleon 'problem. They result 

when exchange meson currents within the nucleus are taken into account. 

In the example shown in Ffg. 4 a 1t-f and n: 0 .at;e being exchanged between 

two nucleons and the IJ. interacts with this pion pair to produce a 
.· ...... 

24 
neutrino. Bertero et al. have estimated the contribution o'f"·this 

diagram to the total probability of muon capture to ~bout ltfo. 

The theoretical approaches to the problem of muon capture have 

been generally speaking of three different types: 

a. A study of the partial capture rate ·in a nucleus to a specific 

final state in the daughter nucleus in which case one t;equires a reliable 

nuclear model to obtain wave functions for the final and initial states; 

b •. a study of the total capture rate in a certain nucleus for which, 

again, a reliable nuclear model is required; 

c. or a study of the systematics of the total capture in ari 

attempt to explain the differences between the capture rates for 

different nuclei. 

2. Systematics of Muon Capture 

The differences mentioned in the study of muon capture systematics 
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p 

Fig. 4. Muon interacting with a pion exchange pair. 
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are mainly due to two effects which may be explained quasi-classically. 

The capture rate is proportional to a) the number of capturing protons 

z and b) the probability density for finding amuonwithin the nuclear 

volume I¢ j2 • For a point nucleus and non-relativistic wave functions 
1.1. 

where 

a ·-
o M e2 

jJ. 

is the muon Bohr radius and hence the. rate for muon capture will 'be 

proportional to z4. As Z increases, the actual value of j¢1J.j 2 
will not 

increase as rapidly as z3 because theroot-mean-squaremuqn orbit ·radius 

· will become smaller than the nuclear radius~ These ~ffects were first 

included in the theory of Wheelel 5 who introduced. the quantity · · 

to account for this behavior. 8 The more elaborate theory of Primakoff 

makes use of this quantity and Primakoff shows that, in a closure approxi-

mation the capture rate will equal 

4 
= RZeff 

where R depends upon the weak interaction coupling constants, v M c, 
jJ. jJ. 

V is the appropriately weighted average neutrino momentum and F(v) is the 
. . 

Fourier transform of a certain two-particle nuclear correlation function. 

For this problem all of the nuclear physics is contained in F(v). To see 

how well this scheme fits the data for various model assumptions one can 

. 8 26-30 . 6 
consult the l1terature. ' In particular, .Eckhause et al. and 

Sens 7 present experimental results and comp1 re them with the Primakoff 
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formula. 

3· Total Capture Rates for Muon Capture 

Work on the total capture rates for a particular nucleus has been 

. . 4 16 4o directed toward the doubly magu~ nuclei (
2

He, 
8
o, 

20
ca) and the even-

even nucleus 1~c where the nuclear shell model should be reliable. Luyten, 

Rood and Tolhoek
29 

considered 1~o and ~gca· in a shell model calcu-

lation~ 

rates. 

Their rates -:were approximately 50% larger than the experimental 

Barlow et aLJl .us~d the she.ll model ma.trix elements of Luyten 

et al., but replaced the shell model particle-hole energies which were 

about 10 MeV below the-giant resonance energy with the giant dipole 

energy frOm photo-excitation32 and calculated a capture rate for ·l6o \n 

good agreement with 'their experimefital rate. Foldy and Walecka30 related 

the nuclear matrix elements to the 'cross section of the giant dipole 

~esonance in photoabsorpdon to calculate capture t'ates 
. 4.- 12 ''16 
in He, C, o, 

and 20ca. ·- 'l'he agreement •- for 16o and 40ca with the experimental rates was 

quite good. (For more- detail see the section on the Giant Resonance 

Mechanism.) Uberall and Hil133 apply the particle-hole model including 

residual interactions (i.e., the schematic model of Brown,34 which is 

described in Sec. B of this chapter) to obt~in total ~apture rates in 

12c, 16o, 28si, 32s, and 40ca. Their results are_ tabulated next to the 

experimental rates measured by Eckhause et al. 6 inTabie r. The agree-

12 ment between predicted and experimental rates is good for c. The 

discrepancy between predicted and experimental rates increases with 

4o increasi:ng mass number to nearly a factor of two for Ca. 

I' 

i 
,.-; 
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.... 
~· 

(j 

Nucleus 

12c 

160 

28Si 

32s 

4oca 

a) Ref. 

b) Ref. 

' 
·~) 

6. 

33· 
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Table I 

[ 4 -1] A 10 ·sec a) 
exp 

3-71±0.11 

9·74±0.31 

84.9 ±0.3 

133-8 ±0.7 

245.0 ±2 

· · 4. Muen Parti~l Capture Rates 

3·75 

11.08 

130.o48 

216.69 

435·3 

Early. con~iderati~ns of partial capture rates< focused on muon 

·capture in light nuclei, where wave functions were best known, and between 

levels where one type of transition (i.e., allowed, first forbidden, etc.) 

was dominant,. so that conclusions about the strengths of the effective 

coupling constants could be drawn. These works inc1uded the study of 

t · 3He·, 6L~, and 12c. muon cap ure ~n .... Shell model· calculations both with 

and without the inclusion of residual interaction terms have beenmade. 

Summing over the partial capture rates then gives the total capture rate 
1 < ••• 

as described in the previous section. 

The assumed mechanism is that, depending on how much energy the 
.. ·). 

neutrino carries away, the capture proceeds to either bound states of the 

intermediate nucleus or to quasi-stationary states above the energy for 

particle emission and therefore in the continuum. The states in the 

continuum then decay by particle emission unless this process is 

inhibited by angular momentum or isospin considerations to such an 

extent that gamma decay is competitive. 

In order to.relate 1) the energy spectra of'particles emitted 



following muon capture or 2) the population densities of final states 

in residual nuclei to muon capture, the widths fordecay through various 

channels must be determined. Uberall and collaborators33 have used the 
I 

R-matrix theory as developed by Boeker and Jonker35 't::o determine the 

decay widths. Balashov et al. 36 have developed a ''unified theory of 

direct and. resonance processes" which they apply .to muon capture to 

calculate partial transition rates to specific stB:tes of residual nuclei 

following particle;! emission. 

The capture reaction 

- 16 15 
~ + 0 ~ N* + n + v 

is ~hown on an energy level diagram, Fig. ·5. In this diagram where only 

single neutron emission channels are shown, three of the levels in 
16

N 

decay through both single neutron emission channels shown. The branching 
' ' 

ratio is just the~ratio of the_widths for decay through the respective 

channE:!ls. By summing over all the excited states which can decay to a 

'particular level in the residual nucleus one thenhas the partial capture 
I 

16 rate to that level. -·The results of Raphael et al. -- an:d of Balashov et 

al.36 for the partial capture rate to the 3/2- state at 6.32 MeV in 15N 

- ' ' 16 4 - 1 ' ' 4 - 1 
following muon capture i!l 0 are 3· 0 x 10 sec and 2. 65 x 10 sec 

respectively. 
' . - 15 

These rates agree well with the measured rate _ of 

4 -1 
2.5(±0.2) x 10 sec • Both authors have applied their models to muon 

capture in 40ca. The situation is shown schematically in Fig. 6. Decay 

to the single 3 -1 proton hole states in 9K (corresponding to the ( ld
312

) 

ground state, (2s
112

)-l first excited state, and (ld
512

) state at about 

6 MeV) is considered. The calculations will be campared with the 

results of this experiment in Chap. VI. 

5. Allowed and Forbidden Transitions 

As in beta-decay, the neutrino plane wave emitted as a result of 

1\ I 
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XBL 723-607 

Fig~ 5· Energy level diagram showing levels populated in 
16

N following 

muon capture in 16o and neutron emission to the 3/2 excited state 

and 1/2- ground state in 15N. (After Ref. 36.) 
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Fig. 6. Energy level diagram showing levels populated in 4°K following 

t · 40c d · · h ld 2 muon cap ure 1n a an neutron em1ss1.on to t e 
512

, s
112

, 

ld312 single proton hole states in 39K~ (After Ref. 36. ) 
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· muon capture is expanded as a sum of spherical waves. The classification 

of transitions by degree of forbiddenaess is also carried out in a 

manner analogous to that in beta decay theory. 

The neutrino angular momentum £ determines the order of forbidden-

ness i.e., £ = 0 "allowed," £ = 1 "first forbidden," ~ = 2 "second 

forbidden," etc. For closed shell nuclei the largest contributions are 

due to the "first forbidden" transitions. As a result of the .Pauli 

principle the matrix elements for allowed transitions are very. small in 

these nuclei, (i.e., for an£ = 0, no parity change transition the 

particle must skip one complete harmonic oscillator. shell) thus the next 

order in the expansion becomes dominant. Because of the much larger 

neutrino wave number in muon capture than in K electron capture the 

expansion for the capture rate does not converge as rapidly :for muon 

capture as for electron capture. So on this account it is expected 

that the first forbidden transitions need to be considered ·for all 

nuclei. The contributions of higher orders of forbiddenness to the 

capture rate become appreciable as the mass of the capturing nucleus 

increases as shown by Luyten, Rood, and Tolhoek. 29 They show that 

second forbidden transitions contribute considerably more to the muon 

· . 4oc h . 16 capture rate 1n a t an 1n o • 
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B. Review of the Giant Resonance 

Since many of the gamma transitions observed in this experiment are 

from levels formed either directly in the giant resonance process or as 

a result of particle emission from an intermediate resonance, it is 

appropriate to review just what takes place in this interaction mechanism. 

1. Giant Resonance Models of Photoexcitation. 

. . 10 
The giant electric dipole resonance was first observe·d as a 

resonance.in the photoreaction cross section occurring between 13 and 

25 MeV with a width of from 3 to 10 MeV9 and was present in·· all nuclei. 

In the light elements (carbon through calcium), the giant resorian:ce ·peaked 

near 20 MeV with little dependence on A. 9, 11 

Goldhaber and Teller37 explained this phenomenon by assuming that 

' "the gamrna~rays excite a,motion in which the buJk of. the protons move in 

one direction while.the bulk of the neutrons move in: the opposite d'irection." 

The breadth of the r.esonance was described as "p~obably due to the transfer 

of energy from this orderly vibration into other, less orderly, modes of 

nuclear motion." This was an early expression of a 'cotl.Gept that is now 

known.as a "doorway state."9 Using this model the correct energy for the 

resonance was ·obtained and a width was accounted for. When experiments 

f hi h. 1 . f d38 . . h h . o g er reso ut1on were per orme 1t .was seen t at t e g1ant 

resonance had structure, which could not be accounted for by this' 

collective oscillation model. 

Wi1kinson39 applying the independent particlemodel, pictured the 

photonuclear reaction as taking place in three stages: first, the 

absorption of the photon and the excitation of a single nucleon to its 

excited state; second, the breakdown of that simple configuration by 

collisions among the nucleons and the.eventual setting-up of a compound 

state; and third, the statistical decay of that compound state. One of 

! 
- ·1' 

j 
! 
! 

"' 
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the strengths of the model is the possibility of the excited nucleon 

being emitted before the formation of the compound state, giving rise to 

a "resonance direct" effect. Figure 7 shows schematically single particle 

excitations of roughly the same excitation energy for a hypothetical 

nucleus with a partially filled lf
512 

sub~hell which might contribute as 
4o · .. · 

an aggregate to a giant dipole resonance. This model accounts for 

st'tucture within the resonance and for narrower widths near closed shells, 

but gives a resonance energy nearly a factor of two too low. 

Shell model calculations which account for residual interactions 

are in principle capable of a complete description of reaction processes. 

The calculations of Elliot and Flowers41 showed that the residual inter-

actions effect a concentration of the collective strength into only ·a few 

excited states resulting in a width comparable to experiment and shift,~d 

the' energy of these states up appreciably. These calculations, like those 

in":·many detailed descriptions, tend to lose sight of the simple systematic 

features that characterize the zero-order treatments. 

h. h . d 1 f 34 ' 42 . . • . he. h . 1 . T e sc emat~c mo e o Brown reta~ns t p ys~ca ~nterpre-

tation and describes the process well for closed shell nuclei. In this 

model the dipole operator lifts a particle out of its initial state to 

some final state creating a particle-hole pair, Fig. Sa. (This treatment 

follows that of Brown given in Ref. 34.) The dotted line x--represents 

the amplitude Dph for this absorption giving rise to the particle-'-hole 

state. This diagram is identified with the diagram representing the 

particle-hole interaction matrix elements, Fig. ·Sb. With this identi-

fication, the secular equation of the shell model describing the mixing 

of the particle-hole states due to the presence of the particle-hole 

i~teraction gives rise to the dispersion relation 
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subshell showing single particle-single hole excitations of 
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electric dipole radiation. After Ref. 40. 
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h 

(a) 

h 

p 

(b) XBL 723~606 

Fig. $. (a) Particle-hole pair created by the absorption of a photon. 

(b) The particle and hole p'-h' interact via the residual 

interaction and scatter into different particle-hole states p-h. 

After Ref. 34. 
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L f...D 2 
ph 

1 = E- (€ - € ) 
p, h p h 

where €p and Eh are the Hartree-Fock energies of the particle and hole. 

Lambda is the proportionality constant relating tll.e gamma absorption 

amplitude to the particle hole matrix elements. A graphical solution to 

this equation is shown in Fig. 9· It is· clear that one solution of this 

equation is at an energy significantly higher than the other solutions. 

Brown has shown that most of the dipole absorption strength is in ~his 

level. 

For a situation where all the unperturbed eigenvalues--€ - Eh--. . p 

become degenerate the perturbed eigenvalue is given by34 

2 

E = €p - Eh + L. f...Dm' i 
m, ~ 

d 1 . 42 . h . h ·. . 1 1 Brown an Boster ~ g~ve eac term ~n t e sum as approx~mate y MeV. 

Thus the dipole state is shifted to a significantly higher enet:gy than 

the energy of the unperturbed shell model states. 

When less dramatic simplifying assumptions are made, the schematic 

model distributes the dipole strength for photon absorption in 16o as 

shown in Fig. 16. 41-43 The dipole strength given.by the shell model 

without accounting for the residual interaction is shown for comparison. 

Also shown is the measured cross section for the 16o(y,p) 15N at 90 deg.
44 

. .· 4 
- The isospin selection rules derived by Gell-Mann and Telegdi 5 

allow_ onlyL~T = 1 transitions for photoexcitation of 

The doubly magic nuclei 
16o and 

40
ca 

nuclei with T = 0 

and the even-even ground states. 

. 28 
nucleus Si have T = 0 ground states and thus only T = 1 states are 

formed in photoexcitation of these nuclei. 

Closed shell nuclei ground state spin and parity ~ 

i 

;_ 

I 
~ 
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E'ph __ _ 

XBL 723-605 

Fig. 9• Graphical solutions to the secular equation of the "schematic 

model." The eigenenergies in this model are the intersections 

of the curves and the dotted line. Note that one solution is 

at a significantly higher energy than the eigenenergy given by 

the shell model without residual interactions (the vertical 

lines). (After Ref. 34.) 
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............ without residual interaction 

--with residual interaction 

18 20 ' 22 
ENERGY (MeV) 

24 26 

Fig. 10. Giant dipole resonance cross sections. C()mparison of 

calculations and the experimental cross section of Ref. 44. 
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16 
the nucleus also has the same number of neutrons and protons, as do 0• 

4o and Ca, the ground state isospin is T = o. For a giant El resonance 

. rc -
excitation the excited state has a spin and parity J = 1 • Brown has 

shown that the giant dipole resonance, with.protons vibrating against 

3l~ 
neutrons, corresponds to a T = 1 excited state. To review, the 

schematic model predicts that the resonance state is pushed much higher 

in energy by the residual interaction and that most of the dipole strength 

is concentrated in this high energy state. 

2. Application to Muon Capture 

In doubly closed shell or doubly closed subshell riuclei muon 

capture leads to the creation of a pair18 consisting of a "particle" 

(neutron-n) and a "hole" (proton-p- 1 )(Fig. lla). As a result of the 

residual interaction between the particle and hole, one can be scattered 

by the qther and the quantum numbers of the particle and hole may change 

during the scattering process, examples are shown in Figs. llb and. Uc. 

Hence the creation of a particle-hole pair, each with definite quantum 

numbers directly in the muon capture event does not mean (in contrast· to 

the single-particle approach where the residual interaction between 

particle and hole is neglected) that these are the quantum numbers that 

characterize the final state of the nucleus (Fig. lld). 

Let jp-
1
n}J be a particle-hole state that is coupled to angular 

f 
momentum Jf" Then the wave function 1Jr J for the final nuclear state is 

f 
a linear super-position of such particle-hole stat.es as a result of the 

residual interaction. That is 

\ -1 I -1 
1JrJ = L_ a(n,p ) p n)J 

f -1 f 
n,p 

The particle-hole formalism has been extended by a number of 

46 
methods, .all of which lead to the "random phase approximation" (RPA) in 

' 
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(a) (b) 

,.-

(c) (d) 

Fig. 11. Muon-nucleon interactions. (a) Muon capture produces a neutron 
-1 particle-proton hole pair (p ,n). A particle-hole pair can 

interact via the residual interaction one (b) or more (c) times, 

creating different particle-hole states •. (d) A muon capture 
.. · -1 ·~.· . 

produces a particle-hole pair (p ,n) which "scatters" twice 

resulting in the particle-hole stat~ [(p')- 1,h']. 
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the lowest order. The results of these sophisticated calculations are not 

significantly better than those of the simpler schematic model. 
. ; I 

The giant resonance picture
1 

for nuclear reactions has also been 

extended.47-49 To the giant El dipole vibrations already discussed, 

where in a T 1 state protons vibrate against neutrons (shown schematically 

in Fig. l2a) which are called isospin or i-waves, ·are added spin ( s) 

waves (Fig. 12b) and spin-isospin (si) waves (Fig" 12c). The spin waves, 

where nucleons with spin up vibrate against nucleons with spin down are 

not easily excited. The si-waves (S = 1), in the dipole case (L = 1) 

form states J = 0 , 1- and 2 , whereas the i~waves (S = 0), appe~r only 

as one state with J = 1- In photo-absorption, only i-wav~s ar~ strongly 

excited, in contrast to electro-excitation where both i and si-waves are 

excited. In muon capture, the Fermi interaction with the single particle 

"t" operator excites i-waves and the Gamow-Teller part of the interaction. + . ' 

with the single particle operator "t"+ a, excites si-waves. The model 

includes the possibility of exciting giant quadrupole (L = 2) vibrations. 

The giant quadrupole vibrations occur at higher excitation energies than 

the dipole vibrations. Uberall has also suggested that giant Ml resonances 

h ld t k 1 . . d . 1 t . . 5° F 1 51 h s ou a e p ace v1a a magnet1c 1po e rans1t1on. agg et a • ave 

. . + 
seen these 1 states excited strongly in the 180 deg electron scattering 

reaction on 
28

si. A selection rule due to Morpugo 52 strongly inhibits 

T = 0 ~aghetic dipole transitions in nuclei for ~hich N = z, so that only 

T = 1 states are generally excited. It should therefore be possible to 

. th . b . 1 t t . 28Al · · · 28s · exc1te e 1so ar1c ana og s a e 1n v1a muon capture 1n 1. 

Thus it is clear that muon capture is a complementary method to 

photo-excitation and electro-excitation for studying high energy 

excitations in nuclei. 
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a) b) c) 

XBL 723-6011 

Fig. 12. Generalized nuclear resonance vibrations. 

(a) isospin vibration, (b) spin vibratioris, (c) spin-isospin 

vibrations. See text for detailed disc~ssion. 
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c. Particle Emission following Muon Capture 

Neutrons are the most likely candidates for particle emission 

following muon capture. The reasons 'for this are both the excited 

neutron character of the capture process and the fact that protons, 

deuterons, and alpha particles have to overcome the·Coulomb barrier to 

be emitted from a nucleus. 

1. Neutron Multiplicities 

A compound nucleus model was used to interpret the neutron multi-

12 plicity results of MacDonald et al. In this model the neutron spectrum 

following muon capture is the result of boil off neutrons, resulting when 

the neutron formed during the ll capture quickly shares its kinetic 

energy with the other nucleons to form a compound nucleus •. There was not 

quantitative agreement between the multiplicities predicted by the model 

and those observed experimentally~ The inclusion of direct emission 

processes, as calculated by Singer53 improved the agreement for Ag, I, 

Au, and Pb,· and brought the predicted multiplicities for Ag into agree-

ment, within statistics, with the measured valu~, but did not improve the 

agreement for Al, Si, Ca, and Fe. The multiplicities measured by 

MacDonald et al. are compared with the limits set by this experiment in 

Chap. VI. 

2. Neutron Energy Spectrum 

The energy spectrum of neutrons emitted following muon capture has 

been studied in several nuclei. Evseev13 has measured the neutron spectra 

from 
16

o, 32s, 
40ca and natural Pb.' Plett and Sobottka54 have results 

. 160 d 12c tn an • Both authors looked in the energy range where the· neutron 

kinetic energy was below 15 MeV. Resonance structure is clear in their 

spectra. · Sundelin and Edelstein55 show neutron spectra from - 10 to -:- 45 

MeV in Si and Ca. A composite curve of the neutron spectra following muon 
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capture in Ca is shown in Fig. 13. A direct reaction model as considered 

by Bogan56 fits the high energy (above 20 MeV) portion of this spectrum 

well. The boil off spectrum of a compound nucleus model corresponding to 

13 · a temperature of 1. 5 MeV fits part of the low energY' range well. The 

resonance models with calculations by Balashov et al. 36 and Uberall33 and 

collaborators predict resonances such as those near 10 Mev. 

3· Charged Particles 

The spectrum of charged particles emitted following 1-l capture has 

been determined by analyzing stars formed in emuls.~ons as a result of the 

. 57 
muon capture. The boil off spectrum for an initial Fermi momentum 

. . 58 
distribution with a temperature of 9 MeV fits the alpha spectrum well, 

but grossly underestimates the proton distribution. Si!lger53 has suggested 

an additional emission mechanism: direct muon absorption by correlated 

nucleon pairs, which is analogous to the well-knoWn "quasi-deuteron" 

mechanism of high-energy gannna.absorption. The calculations show that 

the pair absorption mechanism makes a riotable contribution to the total 

capture probability and that it can explain the 'high proton yield. 

We note here that another source of fast protons in the muon-capture 

process might be a peculiar muon-absorption mechanism produced by an 

interaction between the muon and the exchange cUrrents in the nuclei. 

Bertero24 and co-workers have shown that for a Fermi gas model in the 

' . 
closure approximation that this process has about a .01 probability in 

4o 
Ca. 

The resonance capture theory also provides.a mechanism for proton 

emission. The formation of intermediate quasi,.:stationary nuclear (i.e., 

the giant resonance) states in muon capture leads to strong coupling 

between the neutron and proton decay channels. (See the section 

describing the giant resonance model for more detail.) One may therefore 

·r 

;_: 
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/ 
Direct Reaction Sp.ectrum 

',_ 

/ 
Calculate~ Evaporation Spectrum 

S.alldeln and [clelsteln 

ENERGY (MeV) 

XBL '(23-G~~ l 

Spect~um of neutrons emitted following muon capture in Ca, 

synthesized from data of Refs. 13 and 55· 
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expect an effect that is entirely forbidden in direct capture theory: 

the transfer of nuclear excitation energy to the proton rather than to 

the neutron. As in the Singer theory, the transfer of excitation to a 

proton that has not participated directly in the muon absorption event 

may be the result of correlations between the nucleons. 

In this model the nucleon correlations are imagined to result in the 

excitation ()f two particle-two hole states where both holes are proton 

holes and one particle is a proton and one particle is a neutron. The 

particle decay is then that of the proton particle. A dis~inguishing 

feature is that in this ·model the proton spectrum would contain resonances 

just as the neutron spectrum does. This modelhas also been applied as 

an additional mechanism to explain the resonance structure and high yield 

of protons following photoexcitation.36 

,, 

•: 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE 

A. Muon Telescope and Ge(Li) Detector 

The experiment was performed at the Berkeley 184--inch cyclotron. 

The physical_layout of the meson cave is shown in Fig. 14. A beam of 

protons was accelerated in the cyclotron and then collided with an 

internal Be target. The fringe"'field of the cyclotron bent a beam of 

the negatively charged reaction products (:n:-, IJ.-, and e-) into the slot 

in the meson wheel and this beam then passed through a bending magnet, 

which selected particles with ari average mamentum of 180 Mev.c, and was 

focused on the target with a double quadrupole magnet. Coincidence 

signals from the counters of a muon telescope consisting of four scintil-

lation counters (s
1

, s
2

, s
3

, and A), a water Cerenkov counter (c) and a 

variable thickness C~ degrader were used to signal a muon stop in the 

target. The target was placed at a 45 deg angleto the beamline and 

sandwiched between counters s3and A. The quadrupole magnet currents were 

adjusted .to give the maximum stopping rate in the target when the degrader 

thickness was set at the muon range. (See the differential range curve 

shown in Fig. 41.) With the degrader set at this thickness, most of the 

¢ons were stopped in the degrader since the range of pions is shorter 

than the range of muons of the same momentum. The electrons in_the beam 

produced Cerenkov radiatiort in the Cerenkov counter, so tha-t electrons 

stopping in the target could be eliminated by putting signals from counter 

C in anti;..coincidence for the muon stop-signature. Signals from counter 

A were also put in anti-coincidence for the stop signature since a particle 

causing a scintiUation in counter A could not have stopped in.the target. 

The signature for a muon stop in the target was then s
1
s

2
s
3
Ac, that is a 

coincidence of signals from each of the counters s1, s
2

, and s
3 

and no 

signal from either counter A or c. 

I I 
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Proton Beam 

Fig. 14. Experimental configuration of the meson cave at the 

Berkeley 184-in. cyclotron for the muon gamma ray 

experiment. 

XBL 721-35 
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A 15 cm3 Ge(Li) detector with planar geometry was set at 90 deg to 

the beamline to detect photons emitted from the target. The detector was 

collimated using Pb bricks to reduce the photon bcickground and surrounded 

with boric a~id bricks to reduce the neutron flux on the detector.' 

Figure 14 also shows the Ge(L:i,.) detector, the degrader and the muon 

telescope. A delayed anti-coi·ncidence of signals from counter A with the 

Ge(Li) signals prevented muon decay electrons from being counted. 

'·· 
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B. Pulse HeightAnalysis System 

The photon spectra were accumulated in a pulSe height analyzer (PHA). 

The PHA system consisted of an analog to digital converter (ADC) of the 

successive approximations type, 59 a PDP-5 computer and an M-6 data disc. 
·. · 6o 

The PDP-5 program for this system has been described elsewhere. The 

pulse output of the Ge(Li) detector was put in coinciderice with one of 

·four time gates and stored in one of four 4096 channel pulse height spectra 

by the PHA system. The Ge(Li) prompt pulse was delayed with respect to 

the counter telescope muon stop trigger to allow the accumulation of a 

''negative titne 11 spectrum corresponding to photons uncorrelated with a 

stopping muon. A schematic diagram of the electronic circuitry is shown 

in Fig. 15. 

This "negative time11 spectrum was stored as Gl. Mu-mesic x rays 

and prompt gamma rays occuring within a 50 nsec band about a muon stop 

were recorded in a second spectrum G2. Two additional spectra corres'-

ponding to photons detected in two consecutive time intervals following 

a muon stop were taken (G3, G4). The time relationship of the muon stop 

trigger pulse and the four routing gates with a Ge(Li) signal is shown in 

Fig. 16. The Ge{Li) pulses 71, 72 , 7
3

, and 74 are ~tored respectively in 

the negative time, prompt time, short delay and.long delay spectra. 

Figure 17 shows the first 1600 channels of the data accumulated in four 

hours for the Ca target. The Ca mu-mesic K x-ray series is evident in 

G2. The positron annihilation line at 511 keV, the 10B(n,a)7Li line at 

478 keV, and the peak due to inelastic neutron scattering in the Ge(Li) 

detector, 72ce(n,n' )72ce, are background lines l.ibe.lled on the Gl spectrum. 

To varying degrees both the x-rays and these background lines occur in G3 

and G4. Garrnna-,ray peaks at energies corresponding to nuclear transitions 

in 39K, 39Ar and 38Ar identified in G3 appear less intensely in G4. 

•i 

' ~ 
' 

•' 
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Fig. 15. Electronics set-up for muon gamma ray experiment. 
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Fig. 16. Time relationship of Ge(Li)_signals to the muon stopping 

trigger. The Ge(Li) signals were delayed electronically as 

shown to allow a segmentation into four different spectra accord

ing to their time o·f arrival relative to a muon stop. For example, 

a pulse y1 was routed to the background spectrum Gl, y
2 

to a 

prompt spectrum G2, y
3 

to a short delay spectrum G4, and y4 to a 

long delay spectrum G4. 
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Fig. 17. First 1600 channels of data accumulated in four hours for the 

Ca target. From bottom to top the spectra are minus time (Gl), 

prompt (G2), short delay (G3), and long delay (G4). 
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c. Recording of Results 

The data was collected over a time span of approximately three 
I 

months. Many runs of approximately two hour duration were made with each 

target. The pulse height data from each of these runs was written onto 

magnetic tape. Later the data for each target was sununed as described in 

the chapter on data analysis. Energy calibration runs were taken frequently 

throughout the experiment and also recorded on tape. Elementary data 

analysis, such as sununing counts in groups of channels, was done using 

the PDP-5 computer, mainly as preliminary consis-tency checks on the data. 

;. 

' 'I 

j. 
--i 
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D. Calibrations 

1. Energy Calibrati. on 

Energy calibrations were taken frequently during the experiment 

6o 24 16 . · 16 
using Co and Na sources and the 0 y rays from the ~ decay of N 

. 16 ( )16 formed in the reaction 0 n,p N on the cyclotron platform. A digital 

gain stabilizer set on a pulser at an amplitude corresponding to 6 MeV 

compensated for system drift throughout the course of data collection. 

Agreement of energy assignments for well known gamma transitions in our 

data which are tabulated in Table II indicate an_~ncertainty of less than 

1 keV over an energy range which extends from about 250 keV to 4000 kev~ 

Table II. Energy Accuracy. 

Line (reference) 

A1 ~'a x. ray 4 

Si Ka x ray 4 

Ca ~'a x ray 4 

Ni Ka x ray 4 

26
M& 18o9 ---7 0 98 

26M g 3941 ---7 2938 98 

26M.g 3941 ~ 1809 98 

26
M& 2938 ---7 0 98 

38Ar 2168 ---7 0 124 

38Ar 3810---72168 124 

38Ar 3936 ---7 0 124 

39Ar 1267 ---7 0 82 

39Ar 1516 ---7 0 86 

56Fe 847 ---7 0 125 

56Fe 2085 ---7 847 125 

57 Fe 367 ---7 14 80 

Published Energy 
(keV) 

347.2±0.5 

4oo.4±o. 5 

783.85±0.15 

1427 .4±o. 5 

1808.8±0.5 

1129· 5±0.3 

2131- 3±2. 0 

2937. 7±1. 5 

2167-7±0.14 

1642.3±0.14 

3936.1±0.5 

1266. 5±1. 0 

1516.5±1.0 

846. 8±0. 1 

1238. 3±0. 1 

352· 5±0.1 

This experiment energy 
(kev) 

347.3±0.5 

401. 1±0. 5 

784-9±0.5 

1426. 7±0. 5 

1808.1±0. 5 

·. 1129. 9±0. 5 

2130-7±0.5 

2941.4±0. 5 

2166.6±0.5 

. 16h2 .4±0. 5 

3938o3±0.5 

1266. 8±0. 5 

1517 .4±0. 5 

847. 3±0. 5 

i237. 9±0. 5 

352.4±0. 5 
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2. Effi~iency Calibration 

Recording the prompt spectrum for several elements in the same 

experimental configuration under which the nuclear gamma ray data was 

f b 1 d ff . . d . . 15,61 taken provided qata or an a so ute etector e 1c1ency eterm1nat1on. 

It was assumed that each stopping muon' produce a K x ray. Cascade 

calculations by Eisenberg and Kessler62 show that this leads to an error 

of at most 3% for Al and less for heavier elements. Ratios of the yield 

of I<a x rays to the sum of all K xrays were determined for several 

elements~ These·ratios are presented in Table III and compared with other 

published values. This ratio was assumed to be 0.9 for the Ag, Sn and 

Pb targets. .(The ratio for Ph has been calculated by M. K. Sundareson63 

to be 0.913. This number is based on the calculation of a cascade in the 

field of a finite nucleus.) Corrections made during the efficiency 

calculations were as follaws: target self attenuation and detector solid 

angle weighted by the muon stopping ,distribution;. fraction of muons which 

decay in orbit; and accounting for muon stopping triggers s
1
s2s

3
Ac which 

correspond to muons stopping in scintillator s
3

. ·(For a detailed 

description of how these corrections were made· see Appendix A.) The 

full energy peak (FEP) absolute efficiency obtained in this manner covered 

an energy range from 345 keV to 5960 keV and was. ciose to an exponential 

up to 3950 keV as can be seen in Fig. 18. To extend the energy range and 

determine the response shape in more detail an FEP relative efficiency 

curve with measurement at 37 energies from 59 keV to 4072 keV was made 

' d d IAEA 67 d h d. . · . 68 h · us1ng stan ar sources an ot er ra 1o1sotopes. T 1s curve was 

then.scaled to the raw efficiency at the I<a x-ray' energy for the target 

as described in Appendix A and target self atten\jation corrections as a 

function.of energy and geometry corrections weighted by the muon stopping 

distribution were made relative to this value. A relative double escape 
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Fig. 18. Absolute efficiency of Ge(Li) detector. 
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Table III 

Target Kc/'£ K (%) 

My measure- Eisenberg ) 
Suzuki b) . guitmanc) Johnson d) Pratte) ment and Kessler a 

13Al 80±2.7 81±10%.' 

14 Si 79±2.7 79 79±2.2 

20Ca 81±2.0 83 84±1.7 83±6 84±10 87±3.0 

26Fe 73±2.2 75±10 72±9.0 

27Co 74±1.9 71±10 75±10 

28Ni 77±1. 7 72±12 
I 

76±2.5 68±8 
+""' 

29Cu 0\ 
I 

~_2Mo 82±3.1 87±5 

a) Ref. 62 c) .. Ref. 65 e) Ref. 61 

b) Ref. 64 d) Ref. 66 

. - -- ---- - ----- ·-··. -~ - --------· ---
~- ·- -~ 
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peak (DEP) efficiency was scaled to the absolut.e DEP efficiency at the 

Mo KQ: x-ray energy. A best fit of the DEP efficiency response for a 
. . . . . 69 

15 cm3 planar detector as calculated by Euler ~nd Kapla~ was made to 

these points plus the absolute DEP efficiencies as measured for the Ag, 

Sn, and pi)· targets. Self attenuation corrections as a function of 

energy were then made for each target. The effective ~fficiency curve 

for Ca showing both the FEP and DEP efficiency is seen in,Eig. 19. 

3· Experimental Sensitivity 

An experimental sensitivity as a function of energy has been 

determ1ned for each target. This sensitivity is the yield of a trans-

i tion which wi 11 be seen above the background with a 90% confidence leve 1 

and is therefore a function of both the detector efficiency and the 

background. As a. function of the background tha.t must be contended with, 

it depends upon the peak width, determined by the detector resolution 

(for sharp peaks) or a combination of resolution ~md characteristic 

broadening (for Doppler broadened peaks). One th~refore has an FEP 

sensitivity and a DEP sensitivity, as well as a 'sensitivity for the 

detection of sharp peaks which is different than the sensitivity for 

the detection of broad peaks. 

The target nucleus always recoils from the emission of a neutrino 

following muon capture. If particle emission occurs, the nucleus 

recoils again. If the lifetime of the nuclear state from which a de-

excitation gamma originates is short compared to the slowingdown time 

of the nucleus, the spectral line of the ganrrna transition is Doppler 

broadened. This phenomenon is discussed in more detail in a following 

section. 

The sensitivity was determined from the expression 
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S(E) 

J.ls w 

where bkgi background in the ith channel 

N 1.658 for 90% confidence 

eff(E) 

start == channel corresponding to lower limit for background 

stop == channel corresponding to upper limit for background 

eff(E) detector efficiency at energy E 

!J.S number of muon stops in the target 

W gatewidth efficiency (described in a. following section) 

~ nuclear capture rate 
n 

~ == total muon disappearance rate 
m 

The start and stop channels in the sum were determined as follows. For 

the sharp peak sensitivity: The detector resolution (FWH:M:) at energy E 

was determined from a linear least .squares fit to the experimental 

resolution data points. The start and stop channels were then taken to 

correspond to energies E.± a, where a== FWHM/2.345. For the broad peaks: 

Broad peak sensitivities were based on broadening due to isotropic 

nuclear recoils from an 80 MeV neutrino and a 3 MeV neutron. The start 

and stop channels included the full base width of the resulting 

triangular shaped line. (For details see the section in Chap. IV on 

Doppler broadening.) 
\ 

The detection sensitivity for the Ca target is shown in Fig. 20. A 

sensitivity of 0.003, for example, implies that the yield of a .transition 

of 0.003 per nuclear muon capture will be seen above background with 90% 

confidence. As mentioned above, the reduced sensitivities for peaks 

that are Doppler broadened because of decay in flight are due to the 

greater background areas under the broader peaks. 
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Fig. 20. Detection sensitivity for the Ca target. 
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IV. ANALYSIS OF DATA 

This. section describes how the data was reduced. Several compli

cations are discussed. The derivati~n'l of an effec·tive gatewidth which 

corrects for the finite counting time is given. The background sub-

traction procedure is described~ The fast neutron damage to the detector 

is described. The significant Doppler broadening Ofmany spectral lines 

is pointed out. The me~hod used for determining net peak areas is 

described. The technique for determining the energy of a gamma transition 

and criteria used for the identification of such transitions are discussed. 

A formula giving the yield of a particular gannna transition is presented. 

Finally, the population of state calculations are described. 

The data was collected in many runs per target,.each of approximately 

two hours duration. Energy calibrations were taken at .least every eight 

hours during data collection. For the data reductiqn these short runs 

for each target were sunnned. Table IV displays the number .of muon stop 

triggers and physical characteristics for each target. 

Target 

Al 

Si 

Ca 

Co 

a) 

Table IV 

Thickness Density a) 
{gm/cm2 2 {gm/cm3 2 

6.87. 2.70 

6.66 1.31 

9·78 1. 55 

5-18 3.41 

I 
Density for Si and Co actual density of packed powder. 

A. Gate Width Correction 

Net stops 
po92 
4.22 

3-85 

4.81 

2-31 

The muon disappearance rate in Al, Si and Ca is sufficiently .slow 

that data in both the G3 and G4 spectra was used for these targets" The 

shorter muon lifetime in Co reduced t,pe signal to background ratio in G4 

for this target considerably and thus yields in-Go were determined from 

the G3 spectrum. A comparison of the yield for a line determined from 

I> 
I 
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the G4 spectrum distinguishes between gammas which are associated with a 

muon capture and background gammas such as those from thermal neutron 

capture which are equally intense in the Gl, G3 and G4 spectra. 

Since the time gate during which Ge(Li) pulses were counted in G3, 

or in G3 + G4 was finite, a gatewidth correction must be made in the 

determination of the yield of a gamma ray per muon stop. The gatewidth 

efficiency W is the integral over the gatewidth of the probability of a 

muon disappearing per unit time once it is captured into the ls atomic 

orbit ofa mu-mesic atom. The equation for W is 

where A. = m 

tl = 

t 
2 = 

total 

time 

time 

w = A. 
m 

disappearance 

after muon stop 

after muon stop 

e 
-A. t 

m dt 

rate in target 

when gate opens. 

when gate closes 

Table v gives the disappearance rates in Al, Si, 

G3 + G4 in Al, Si, and Ca; and W for G3 in Co. 

Target 

Al 

Si 

Ca 

Co 

a) Ref. 6. · 

Table V 

Disappearance Ratea) 
(lOb sec -1) 

1.156±0.005 

l.Jo4±o. oo3 

2. 915±0. 025 

5.400±0. o44 

ca, and Co; and W for 

Gatewidth b) .· 
efficiency 

o.4 34±o.ol3 

o.47l±O. ol4 

o. 716±0. 028 

o. 654±0. o48 

b) Includes G3 and G4 f()r Al, Si, and Ca but only G3 for Co. 

.·' 
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B. Detector Deterioration 

During the experiment the shape of the detector response to single 

sharp lines deteriorated noticeably. Figure 21 displays this response, 

near the beginning and end of the experiment, to the 2754 keV nuclear 

24 . 
transition following the 13 decay of a Na source. It is known 70, 7l 

that fast neutrons can cause this kind of detector damage. The changes 

in the peak shapes are similar to those described by Chartrand and Malm. 71 

An estimated integrated neutron flux to which the detector was 

9 10 exposed is 10 to 10 neutrons. When the beam was directed into the 

meson cave and onto our target the detector was exposed to a large neutron 

flux. These neutrons came directly from the target, approximately one 

12 neutron per stopped muon, and from the degrader, approximately three 

d . 72 neutrons per stoppe p1on. The pion intensity in the beam is approxi-

mately ten times the muon intensity. (See the differential range curve, 

Fig. 41 in Appendix A. ) 

The detector was well shielded from neutrons.produced at the location 

of the stopping pions, so that only the very high energy neutrons from 

this source reached the detector. Other factors which tend to reduce 

the significance of neutrons produced by the stopping pions are the CH2 

attenuation of these neutrons and the relatively small solid angle the 

detector sees for this source. The total number ofmuons stopped was 

approximately 2.5 X 1010• Assuming a point source and a fractional 

-3 8 solid angle subtended by the detector of 9 x 10 . an estimated 2.3 x 10 

neutrons trike the detector. Perhaps half as many muons stopped in the 

target during the beam spik~ as during the beam spill, so that possibly 

8 
as many as 3.5 X 10 neutrons struck the detector.as a result of muon 

capture in the targets. The detector was in the meson cave for .five 

months. When other experiments were taking beam the telescope and 
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Fig. 21. (a) Detector response for the 2754 kev.
24

Na line near the 

beginning of the experiment. (b) Response to the same line 

near the end of the experiment. 
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detector apparatus were rolled away from the beamline. However, the 

neutron flux over a large portion of the meson cave when the beam is 

directed into the meson cave is approximately 200 n/cm2-sec. Assuming 

the beam was directed into the meson cave 25% of the time the total flux 

incident on the detector over the five month period is approximately 

. . 

(200 n cm-2 sec- 1 )(5/12)(~ X 107 sec) 

~ 8 8 -2 
= .3 X 10 n em 

from background alone. 

This estimated integral flux on the detector is the same order of 

magnitude as that determined by Kraner, Chasman and Jones70 to cause 

significant detector damage. They observed a degradation from 3.6- to 

6. 5-keV FWHM of the peak shape of the 1. 33 MeV 
60

co line after irradiating 

a detector with 5·75 MeV neutrons. with an integral flux of 6.7 X 109 n/cm
2

• 

The deterioration of the 1.33 MeV peak was more severe than that of the 

1.17 MeV peak. They also showed that higher energy neutrons do more 

damage per unit flux than lower energy neutrons. This effect is presum-

ably due to the cascade of the struck Ge atoms causing dislocations as 

they slow down. 

The energy spectrum of neutrons incident on the detector while 

this experiment was taking beam extends to the many tens of MeV region. 

The energy spectrum of neutrons following muon capture extends up to 

60 Mev. 55 The average neutron energy following the star formation in 

capture measured in 12c is 20 Mev72 and the spectrum extends up to 

100 Mev. 73 Thus it is clear that the estimated neutron flux caused the 

peak shape deterioration observed over the course of the experiment, 

and in an experiment such as this such damage must be accepted to some 

degree. 

Data for each target was collected over an extended period and in 
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many segments. These separate segments were then summed for the data 

analysis. But each segment of the sum had a slightly different detector 

response as described above. An effective resolution vs. energy plot, 

for the summed data (see Fig. 25 in sec. C) was obtained by summing 

energy calibration runs over the same time span and taking the FWHM of 

peaks on this spectrum as the effective resolution. 
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c. Doppler Broadened Lines 

Many lines in our spectra were Doppler broadened. Figure 22 shows 

four double escape peaks (DEP) of gamma rays near •. 6 MeV which have been 

identified as transitions. in3 9K following muon capture in 40ca. The bars 

are the effective detector resolutio~,. full-width. at half-maximum (FWHM), 

of the d~tector for sha~p peaks. All four lines ar~ broadened consider-

ably. 

The target nucleus always recoils from the emission of a neutrino 

following muon capture. If part.icl~ emission occurs, the nucleus recoils 

again. If the lifetime of the nuclear state from which a de-excitation 

gamma originates is short compared to the slowing down time of the 

recoiling nucleus, the spectral line of the gamma transit:iori iS Doppler 

broadened. 

Examples of Doppler broadening arising from recoils due .to the 

emission of both a neutrino and a neutron were shown above (i'.e., the 

6 MeV transitions in 39K). An example of broadening without particle 

emission is the 2175 keV gamma transition in 28Al following muon capture 

. 288. 
~n ~. (Fig. 23) The particular significance ~f this transition; 

that is, as evidence for a giant Ml dipole resonance mechanism in.rnuon 

capture, is discussed in the comments on the results. 

The slowing down time of recoiling nuclei in targets for nuclei in 

4 -12 -13 74 the 27 ~ A~ 0 mass region is 10 to 10 sec. As evidence that 

many Doppler broadened lines should be expected, kn6wn lifetimes75 

of several ievels in 
4

°K are listed in Table VI. 
' 

In fict, these life-

times were measured using the Doppler Shift Attenuation Method. It can 

4o · be seen that many lines corresponding to transitions in K could be 

broadened. Thus one should expect ganuna transitions from levels with 

lifetimes less than lo- 12 sec to b~ Doppler broadened for the nuclei 
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Table VI. Mean lifetimes of nuclear levels in 4oK. a) 

Excitation 't" m 
energy ( fs) (kev) 

8oo 500±150 

892 ··1500±450 

1959 1100±350 

2o47 560±170 

2070 700±300 

2lo4 1000±300 .. 

2261 80±30 

2290 110±40 

2291 250±8o 

2397 50±20 

2419 > 1000 

2576 100±30 

2626 370±110 

a) Ref. 75 

studied in this experiment. 

Line shapes which result from 1) nuclear recoil due to the emission 

of a neutrino, and 2) nuclear recoils from the.emission of a neutrino 

and then particle emission of a neutron, are derived in Appendix B. 

Case 1 results in a square distribution, such as.shown in Fig. 24a. The 

trapezoidal distribution shown in Fig. 24b arises in case 2. 

I . 76 1 . f h 1 b d d k n a prev1ous paper an ana ys1s o t e Dopp. er roa ene pea at 

6.323 MeV in 15N following muon capture in 16o showed that the data is 

consistent with the emission of an 80 MeV neutrino and a 3 MeV neutron. 

The nuclear recoil from both of these processes has the same magnitude. 

For this condition the trapezoidal distribution of-case 2 above becomes 

triangular. This distribution is shown in Fig~ 24c •. These same 
I. 

conditions were assumed in estimating the widths of Doppler broadened 
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Fig. 24. Calculated Doppler broadened line shapes for (a) a nucleus 
moving with velocity v resulting from the recoil due to the 
nuon-neutrino, (b) a nucleus recoiling from the neutrino with 

· sp~ed. vv plus an additional recoil velocity vn due to the 
eml.SSI.on of a neutron, and (c) same as (b) with v = v • · · v n 
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peaks due to neutrino plus neutron emission in the- present experiment. 

We note that the direction of the emitted neutrino is correlated 

with the residual longitudinal muon polarization, 77,78 and therefore the 

assumption of an isotropic nuclear recoil is not strictly justified. 

However, as just noted, a treatment which neglects this correlation, 

' 15 describes the Doppler broadened peak in N following muon capture in 

16 . 0 well. These correlations are therefore neglected in the approxi-

mations developed here. 

To estimate total widths for Doppler broadened lines the estimated 

Doppler broadened FWHM and the detector resolution were added in quadra-

ture. Figure 25 shows the detector resolution .and the estimated total 

FWHM for Doppler broadened 

27Al and 28Al and 39K and 
.. . ' 

lines corresponding .-to gamma trans_i tions in 

4oK f 11 . _ ·_ . 28 . d 4o o ow1ng muon capture 1n 81 an Ca. 

For the case of no neutron emission the neutrino energy was taken to be 

where the symbols are as defined earlier. 
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Fig. 25. Comparison of Doppler broadened peak widths with the 

detector resolution. 
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D. Determination of Net Peak Areas 

1. Background Subtraction 

Gates for the negative time Gl, short delay G3, and long delay G4 

spectra were of equal duration in time. This arrangement allowed a direct 

subtraction of the background (i.e., G3 - Gl, G4 - Gl, or G3 + G4 - 2Gl )~ 

Net peak areas were then determined from these ''da:ta minus background" 

spectra. 

2. Peak Areas from Data Minus Background Spectra 

Since many lines could be expected to be broader than the detector 

resolution, a fitting routine utilizing expected peak shapes using 

parameters determined from the. detector response ·to isolated sharp peaks 

proved to be unfeasible in the data analysis. Inst'ead a simple procedure 

of choosing a region under the peak and a region on each side of the peak 

. which determined a· linear background was adopted~· 'The total number of 

counts under. the peak minus the linear background in that region was 

then taken as the net peak area. 

This procedure precluded the separation of lines lying very close 

in energy, but in most cases such as this the corresponding parent 

levels had another branch so that reasonable estimates on the relative 

yield assigrnnents could be made. 

. i 
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E. Lirie Identification 

Lines in the summed spectra were assigned as due to nuclear trans-

itions on the basis of the following criteria: 

a. agreement with energy of a known transition' within combined 

errors; 

b. the presence of branching transitions in the data when a particular 

nuclear level decays through two or more branches; 

c. An assignment to a transition in a nucleus that might reasonably 

result following muon capture in the target; and 

d. the presence of both a FEP and DEP in energyregions where the 

experimental sensitivity is large enough for both peaks to be seen. 

(See Table VII for references used for: known energy levels.} 

Table VII 

Nucleus Reference Nucleus Reference'. 

25Mg 98 58Fe 126 

26Mg 98 59 Fe 127 

27Mg 98 38Cl 98 

26Al 98 38Ar 98, 124 

27Al 98 39Ar 82, 98 

28Al 91, 98, 101 38K 98 

56Fe 125 39K 98, 128 
I" 

57 Fe 79, 80 4o 
K 98, ~29 
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F. Detennination of Transition Yield per Muon Stop 

The yield of a transition of energy E per stopped muon is given by 

1 A 
y ( E ) = -lls-w"""( A___,/ A,.........) .E(E} 

n m 

E(E) = the detector efficiency interpolated linearly between 

calibration points for effe·ctive efficiency for the target 

A net area under peak 

J..l.s - net muon stops in target 

W = gatewidth efficiency 

A = nuclear capture rate in target 
n 

A - total muon disappearance rate in target 
m 

When both FEP and DEP lines were observed an, average transition 

yield was computed. 

'i 
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G. Population of State Calculations 

The probability of populating a level per muon capture (that is the 
I 

excitation probability/capture) was calculated as follows. All trans-

itions in a residual nucleus were identified. Cascades froo1 higher 

levels were subtracted in the caiculation. When a level decays through 

two ormore branches, level populations were determined by averaging the 

yield of a transition divided by its branching ratio weighted by the 

ertors in this ratio, over all branches seen. Table VII lists the 

references used for the energies and branching ratios in these calcu-

'lations. See Appendix C for a detailed discussi~n of these calculations. 
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V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The basic results of the experiment are presented in this chapter. 

A nuclear level diagram which displays the states excited following mum)-

capture which were detected by observing the decay gamma rays is presented 

for each target. The results are also given in tabular form for each 

target. The tables include population of state probabilities, which 

were calculated as described in the previous chapter. The results of 

other muon capture gatmna-ray experiments are listed for comparison when 

such results are available. Where there are ambiguities in the assign-

ments of gatmna transitions a discussion of the alternatives is presented. 

A. Alt.nninum 

A nuclear level diagram showing schematically the intensities and 

identifications of observed peaks in the sutmned.G3 and G4 spectra for the 

Al target is shown in Fig. 26. Transitions from levels corresponding 

to residual excitations, as high as 22 MeV above the 27Al ground state, 

are observed in 25Mg. No transitions implying ·proton emission were 

observed. The 
26

Mg 1809 keV transition was qufte intense. Table VIII 

displays the same information in tabular form as well as entries for the 

number of times a level is populated and the number of times each isotope 

is formed per 100 nuclear captures. Seventy percent of the time a muon 

is captured in 27Al an excited state in 26Mg is observed while excited 

states in 
2

5Mg and 27Mg are observed 7% and 50fo of the time respectively. 

These values constitute lower limits for production of these final states. 
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B. Cobalt 

The level diagram for the Co target is shown in Fig. 27. Here the 

E = 1322.3 keV transition identified as 58Fe 2133.4 3+ ~ 810.5 2+ is 
I 

consistent also with 56
Mn 1321 ~ 0. However, the branching to the 

1674.1 level is consistent with the current assignment. Although, the 

Nuclear Data sheets79 show no branch of the 57Fe '1265 keV state to the 

80 ground state, it is here identified as such, based on Groshev's work. 

He shows the line twice, once as 1265 ~ 0 and once as 1627 ~ 366.8. The 

total yield of the 366.8--714.4 transition is only 0.9+0.1, whereas the 
- I 

E = 1265 intensity is approximately 11% indicating that most of the 
I 

observed E = 1265 intensity is not accounted for in this manner. The . I 

Co results are shown in Table IX and compared with transition intensities 

measured by Backenstoss et al. 81 Yields for the 4550 and 1674 keV levels 

· 58F . . h 1 0 3 f h 4 5rrt . ld f h 1.n e are cons1.stent Wl.t at most on y • o t e • 10 y1.e o t e 

E = 1674.1 keV gamma being due to the 4550 --> 2876 transition. Agreement 
r 

between the two experiments is very good with the single exception that 

Backenstoss report a 1.4% yield to the first excited state in 55Fe, 

which is not seen here. Such a final state requires the emission of 

four neutrons and is at an excitation energy 37 MeV above the ground 

state of 59co. We should have easily observed a yield this large. The 

observed transitions show no proton emission, 1. 7% no nucleon emission, 

46% single neutron emission, 27% emission of two neutrons, 5.4% emission 

of three neutrons and account for 71% of the muon captures in Co. 

k ' 1 81 • 8rrf f h Bac ens toss et a • report a transition 1.ntensi ty of 1o rom t e 

136.3 keV 5/2- state to the 14 keV 3/2- state in 57Fe. This transHion 

is below the energy threshold in our experiment. The· 136 keV level is 

fed with a 2.4% intensity from the 707 keV 5/2 level as shown in Fig. 

27.80 Thus this state is directly populated 5.6% of the time. If the 
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Table IX. Muon capture in 59co (7/2- g.s.). 

Resultant nucleus Excited state keV, I~ Observed r-ray decay modes 

59Fe, 3/2- 289 1/2- Below cutoff 

473 5/2- 472·7 5/2- ... 3/2-

58Fe, 0+ 810.5 2+ 811.3 2+ ... 0+ 

1674.1 2+ 864.6 2+ ... 2+ 

1674.2 2+ ... 0+ 

2133.4 3+ 458.8 3+ ... 2+ 

1322.3 3+ ... 2+ 

2876.0 2 2o64 2 ->2+ 

4550 i,3 3743±7 1,3 ->2+ 

2888±8 1,3 ... 2+ 

57 Fe, 1/2- 14.4 3/2- Below cutoff 

136.3 5/2- Below cutoff 

366.8 3/2- 352.4 3/2- ... 3/2-

7o6.4 5/2- 692.5 5/2- __, 3/2-

1190 1190.4 

1265 3/2- 1264.9 

1627 1627±5 

56Fe, 0+ 846.75 2+ 847·3 .· 2+ ... 0+ 

2o85.1 4+ 1237.8 4+ ... 2+ 

aRe£. 7. 

Transition Transition 
intensities intensities A 

Backenstoaa 

1.7±0.3 1.9±0·3 

4o. 5±4. 5 44.0±5.0 

5·5±0.6 5.1±0.7 

4.5±0.7 5·0±3.0 

1.9±0.2 2.2±0.4 

4.4±0.5 

0.5±0.2 

0.3±0.3 

0.3±0.4 

8.0±1. 5 

0.9±0.1 1.2±0.3 

3.2±0.4 3.6±0.7 

1. 5±0.2 

11.7±1.3 15.7±2. 5 

0.3±0.2 

5.4±0.6 7·1±1.5 

1.3±0.3 2.0±0.7 

Population 
of state 

1.7±0.3 

30.1±4.6 

7·5±7.0 

6.5±0.5 

0 2+0· 5 
• -0.2 

0.7±0·7 

1.0±0.1 

3· 5±0.4 

1. 5±0.2 

11.7±1.3 

0.3±0.2 

4.1±0.7 

1.3±0.3 
r:; 70±6 

• 
'· 

Formation of 
isotope 

1.7±0.3 

45.0±4.8 

18. 0±1.4 

5.4±0.8 

I 
-.1 w 

I 
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population of this level is included a total of 77% of the muon captures 

are accounted for in Co. 

<... i, 
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C. Calcium 

The observed transitions in Ca are shown in Fig. 28. The gamma 

transition from the 3935 keV state to the ground state of 39K (shown 

dotted) is within the energy resolution consistent with the gamma 

identified here as a transition in 38Ar from the 3936 keV state to th!'i 

ground state. The identification in this work is made on the basis of 

branching ratios measured by Bass and Saleh-Bass82 for the 39K level. 

A 1% branch of the 3935 keV 39K level to the ground state would imply 

approximately 0.2% yields for transitions with energies of 332- and 

1118-keV which were not seen. With our experimental sensitivity (see 

Fig. 20) this ~arge a yield at these energies should have been easily 

visible. 

Table X gives our results for theCa target and.shows the results 

of Igo-Kemenes et al. 83 and Vuilleumier
84 

for comparison. 
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c. Calcium 

The observed transitions in Ca are shown in Fig. 28. The gamma 

transition from the 3935 keV state to the ground ~;tate of 39K (shown 

dotted) is within the energy resolution consistent with. the gamma 

identified here as a transition in 38Ar from the 3936 keV state to the 

ground state. The identification in this work is made on the basis of 

82 39 branching ratios measured by Bass and Saleh-Bass for the K level. 

A 1% branch of the 3935 keV 39K level to the ground state would imply 

approximately 0.2% yields for transitions with energies of 332- and 

1118-keV which were not seen. With our experimental sensitivity (see 

Fig. 20) this large a yield at these energies should have been easily 

visible. 

Table X gives our results for the Ca target and shows the results 

of Igo-Kemenes et al. 83 and Vuilleumier
84 

for comparison. 
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Table x. Huon capture in 
40ea. 

Resultant 
nucleus 

Excited state keV1 

1" 

30 

800 

890 
1644 

1959 
2o47 

2103 

2290 

2419 

2625 

3:K, 3/2+ 2526 1/2+ 

.2617 7/2-

3<£1 3/2-

3679 7/2 
5260 (3/2+)5/2+ 

5620 (3/2+ )5/2+ 

596o (1/2-,3/2") 
6350 .(3/2+)5/2+ 

130 

458 
1700 

39Ar, 7/2" 1267 

1516 

2091 

2341 

2357 

2432 

2502 
2631 

3260 

2167.t 

3376.6 

3610.0 

3936.1 

4479·6 

1311 

cSee addendtm~. 

Observed ,.-ray decay 
modes 

Transitio~ 
intenaities 

Below cutoff 

TI1o3 

699·5 
1611 

641 
116oc 

2010 

1251 

2073 
643° 

1620 
522c 

2521.3 

2813.5 

3016.1 

3676.7 

5273±10 
5612±10 

6o00±10 

6335±10 

2 ...... 3-

3- ... 4" 
0+ .... 3-
o+ .... 2-

2+ -t 2-

2- -t 3-
2- .... 2 .. 

1- .... 3-

1+ .... a+ 
2,3 .... 2-

·~ 0 ....... 1-

7.4±0.6 

o.3±0.3 

0.6±0.2 

1.1±0.2" 
1.1 d 

o.4±o.2 

o.54±0o06 

o. 5±0.2 

0.22±0.10 

0.2±0.2 

0.29±0.10 

I/2+ ... 3/2+ 7-1±1.8 

7/2- ... 3/2+ 4.0±0.5 

3/2" ... 3/2+ 2-9±0·5 
712- _, 3/2+ o.J±0.1 c 

5260 ... 0 o. 6±0. 2 

~0 ... 0 1-3±0.2 

5960 ... 0 o. 2±0. 1 

6350 -> 0 1o 7±0.2 

Below cutoff 

Not observed 

1572 1+ ..... o+ 0.6±0.2 

1266.5 

1516.5 

249 
2091e 
2]41 . 

1095° 

2432 
1166 

964 
541 f 

3/2- ... 7/2- 4.0±0.4 

3/2+ ->7/2 0.7±0.2 

3/2+ _, 3/2- 1.CYT±O.ll 

2091 - 0 Oo]±Oo2 

2341 ... o o.4±o.2 
112+ _, 3/2- o.uo.1 

2432 ... 0 
24~ .. 128!' 
2502 ... 1516 

2631 ... 2091 

0.3±0.2 

0.91 

o. 5±0.1 

o.4±o.1 

Not observed 

2166.6 

1211.9 

1642.4 

3936.3 

669·9 

1316 

2t- o+ 
o+ .... 2+ 

3 .. -2+ 
(2 )+_, o+ 

4" ... 3" 

7,1±1.1 
0.4±0.2 

2.0±0.4 

1.0±0.3 
0.6±0.2 

o.4±o.2 

Transition 
intensities, 
Vuilleumierl' 

0.8<)±0.15 

0.23±0.1 

0.46±0.1 

0.36±0.14 

0.6±0.1 

0.16±0.05 

0-35±0-12 

0-39±0.1 

5-9±0. 5 

3-2±0.3 
2. 1±0.4 

o.·S±o. 5 

0.9±0.6 

o. 7±0. 5 

0.8±0.6 

0.26±0.08 

o.54±o.1 

2.6±0.2 

.1.01±0;14' 

1.17±0.2 

0·73±0. 16 

0.36±0.14 

0.2 
o.85<tQ. 12 
0.19±0.1 

0.2±0.1 

5.22±0.35 

0.32±0.06 

1. 59±0.14 

1.8 

0.7±0.1 

o. 5±0.1 

Population 
of state 

5-0±0.7 

0.3±0.3 
1.0±0.3e 

1.3±o.4 

1.34±0.12 

o.4±o.3 

0-35±0.16 

·o.2±0.2 

0.29±0.10 

7-1±1.6 

3.6±0.2 

2-9±0. 5 

O.J±0.1 

0.8±0.2 

1.3±0.2 

0.2±0.1 

1.7±0-2 

0.6±0.2 

1.8±0.8 

1. 5±0.6 

Q,Q±Q.2 

0.4±0.2 

0.1±0.1 

1.2.0.6 

0.5±0-1 
0.4±0.1 

4.8±1.2 

0.4±0.2 

1.3±0.5 

1.0±0.3 
0.6±0.2 

0.4±0.2 

Population 
of state, a 
Vui lleumier 

4.19±0.45 

0.56±0.13 

0-93±0.22 

0.36±0:17 

o.4uo.13 

0.4±0.2 

0-29±0.10 

5-9±0. 5 
3.2±0.3 

2.l±Oo4 

0.6±0.5 

0.9±0.6 

·0.7±0.5 

0.26±0.00 

o. 54±0. 1 

0.35±0.33 

1.99±0.26 

o. 59±0.19 

0-36±0.14 

1.13±0.16 

0.19±0.1 
0.2±0.1 

3-3±0.4 

0.32±0.06 

0.8<)±0.22 

1.8 

0.7±0.1 

o. 5±0.1 

Population 
of state, b 
Igo-Kemenes 

3-62±1.01 

0.42±0.17 

0.45±0.15 

6.6±0.4 

3-3±0-3 
1.6±0.3 

o. 76±0.2 

0.4±0.2 

o.4±o.2 

o. ';)!0.2 

0.9±0.2 

0.99±0.35 

2:64±0.56 

0.69±0.23 

o. 53±0.~ 
o. 76±0.13. 

o. 32±0. 19 

3.1±0.l;. 

o.94±o.16 

1. 52±0.15 

1.2±0.3 

1.05±0.1'( 

Formation of 
isotope 

10..2±1-0 

5-9<1. 3 

e.t±t.h 

0.4±0.1' 

r. = 43.3±2-9 

dThh ~\;;' is not clearly sep~rable from 39Ar 2432 
7:.!' 1267 transition, with E = 1165 keV. Intensities taken to be consistent wlth 39Ar 

24 32 _, 0 branch.. · 

ePopulation of this state determined 

£See d above. 

from 
4°K 1644 ~ 30 transition intensity. 
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D. Silicon 

The nuclear level diagram for the Si target is shown in Fig. 29. 

The results for this target are tabulated in Table XI. Transition 

intensities reported 
85 . 86 

by Eckhause et al. and Pratt are shown for 

comparison. 

The 985.7 keV gamma ray is cons is tent with a transition in 
28 

Al 

between levels at 1014.5- and 30.6-keV and also with a transition from 

the first excited state at 984 keV to the ground state in 27Mg. The 

formation of 27Mg requires the emission of a proton which must overcome 

the Coulomb barrier. 
. 27 

The first excited state in Mg has a spin and 

parity of JC 3/2+. Bunatyan87 postulates the existence of a 1+ level 

in 28Al near 8 MeV which should be intensely populated directly from 

. . . 288. muon capture ~n ~. Particle decay of this level to form 27Mg is not 

energetically possible. If a proton is emitted -from a 1- resonance level 

in 28Al one unit of orbital angular momentum has to be carried away to 

form the positive parity 3/2+ state in 27Mg. For this situation the 

proton must overcome an angular momentum barrier as well as the Coulomb 

barrier. Finally the neutron multiplicity measurements of MacDonald et 

~ . ~ al. and the no particle emission results of Bunatyan et al. and 

·. 85 28 
Eckhause et al. show that Al is formed without subsequent particle 

- . . 28 
decay at least 2&/o of the time following J.l capture in SL 

The points made above argue against the assignment of this gamma 

ray as a transition in 27Mg. However, other information argues in favor 

of such an assignment. In_ fact, Eckhause et al. 85 make this assignment. 

88 
Vil'gel'mova et al. have measured the probability of the occurrence of 

the reaction 
28

si(J.l-,p)27Mg by using an activation method. They find 

this probability to be o.053.:t,0.010. It is also noted that single proton 

emission was observed 7% of the time for the Ca target in this experiment. 
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Table XI Muon capture in 
28

si. 

Resultant 
nucleus 

28Al, 3+ 

27 Al, 5/2+ 

26Al, 5+ 

26 + 
Mg, 0 

25Mg, 5/2+ 

Excited state 
(keV), I" 

30.6 

972.6 

.2+ 

o• 

1372.6 1+ 

1622. 5 (2, 3 )+ 

2202.0 1+ 

842.9 1/2+ 

1013.0 3/2+ 

2212 7/2+ 

2732 

298o 

3674 

4409 

229 

418 

18o8.9 

2938.0 

3584.7 

585.5 

974·7 

5/2+ 

3/2+ 

1/2+ 

( 5/2) 

0+ 

3+ 

2+ 

2 

o+ 

1/2+ 

3/2+ 

Observed y•ray decay modes 

Below cutoff 

942.3 

1342 

1622 

1593 

2175 

1224 

845.0 

1015.1 

2213 

2732 
1720 

2985 

2837 

4405 

Below cutoff 

417 

18o8.2 

1129.0 

1779±1 

585 

390 

0+ -+ 2+ 

1+ .... 2+ 

(2,3)+ .... 3+ 

(2,3)+ .... 2+ 

1+ .... 2+ 

1+ .... 2+ 

1/2+ .... 5/2+ 

3/2+ .... 5/2+ 

7/2+ .... 5/2+ 

5/2+ .... 5/2+ 

5/2+ .... 3/2+ 

3/2+ .... 5/2+ 

1/2+ .... 5/2+ 

( 5/2) ... 5/2+ 

3+-:-' 5+ 

2+ .... 0+ 

2+ -+. 2+ 

0+ .... 2+ 

1/2+ .... 5/2+ 

3/2+ .... 1/2+ 

Transition 
intensities 

(1,) 

2. 1±0. 3 

2.0±o.4c 

2. 5±0.4 d 

l.O±o.4 

3.2±0.6 

0.9±0.4 

13.8±1.2 

12.0±1.2e 

5 o+0· 7 
• -1.3 

0.4±0.3 

2.l±o.4 

2.3±1.0 

o. 7±0. 5f 

3· 0±1. 5 

0.69±0.13 

9.2±1.0 

2.2±0.4 
6 0+1.2g 

• -6.0 

0 91+0.20g 
• -C.90 

o.67±o.12h 

"M. Eckhause, p, Martin, G. H. Miller and R. E. Welsh,. Proc. 4th Inter; 
Conf. on High Energy Physics and Nuclear Structure, Dubna, USSR,. Sept. 1971 
b Ref. 18 . 40\( 
cE = 400 keV, 1373 - ~ 973 transition masked by K x ray. 
d 1 Q 

Assigned to 1622.5 keV level rather than 1620.1 keV level on basis 

of energy resolution and branching ratio. 

Transition Transition 
intensities intensities 
Eckhausea Prattb 

<Sl C%l 
13.1±1.3 

2.0±0.3 

1.7±0.2 

1. 8±0. 3 

1. 7±0.3 

4.6±0.3 

1.1±0.2 

10.4±0.8 

10.3±0.8 

7-0±3.0 

0.8±0-3 

2.6±0.8 

0,6±0.2 

0.7±0.2 

0.9±0.2 

10.0±1.0 

3-2±0. 5 

0.6±0.3 

o. 8±0.3 

1.2±1.0 

1. 5±2.4 

7.8±1.4 

5· 5±1.4 

6.0±5.0 

2.0±3.0 

1. 8±1.1 

3- 8±1. 6 

Population of 
state 

(%) 

0.1±0. 5 

3.6±0.7 

3.4±0.8 

4.2±1.4 

13.1±1. 3 

9-9±1-3 
4.9+0-7 

-1.3 

2.6±1.4 

2.3±1.0 

0.8±0.2 

3· 0±1. 5 

0.7±0. 1 

1.0±1.6 

2.2±0.4 
6.0+1.2 

-6.0 

0 9+0.2 
• ·0·9 

1.4±0.2 

eSignficant 27 Al(n,n'y )27 Al background. 

Formation of 
isotope 

(<1,) 

11.3±1.8 

36- 6±3. 3 

0.7::0.1 

9·2±1.0 

2. 3±1.0 

E = 60±4 

fE = 600 keV 3674 13%..., 2212 transition not seen. 

gT~e . G3/Gl ratio for this line indica teo it may be 

h975 2!1., 0 25Mg transition not seen. 

largely background. 

I 

g> 
I 
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The assigrunent of this garmna ray is thus at best ambiguous and the two 

possibilities are shown as dotted lines in our energy level diagram. The 

intensity of this unassigned transition is 0.008±0.003 per ~ capture. 

Figure 30a shows the two broad peaks at 2175- and 2212-keV in the 

Si target spectrum and two nearby sharp peaks for comparison. This 

spectrum is the sum of the G3 and G4 spectra. In the background 

spectrum (Fig. 30b) a strong line at.2223 keV is identified as the 

neutron capture transition in deuterium. Presumably this capture is on 

hydrogen in the C~ degrader and ;in the boric acid surrounding the 

detector. Capture in the lucite target cases for the Si and Co targets 

increases this background in these targets. The sharp line in the 

background spectrun at 1778 keV is due to a transition in 28si following 

the t3- decay of 
28

Al which has a. 2.3 min. half life. The difference 

spectrum ( G3 + G4 - 2Gl) is shown
1 

in Fig. 30c. Both the 2175- and 

2212-keV lines are broad. The 2212 keV level in 27 Al has a width of 
I 

15.8 milli-ev
8
9 corresponding to a mean lifetime of l~.2 x lo- 14 sec an~ 

the line should be Doppler broadened. 

The target holder and the detector housing were aluminum. Due to 

the neutron background and the significant inelastic neutron scattering 

. f 27Al 90 b k d · . cross sect1.on o , ac groun l1nes corresponding to excitations 

in 
2

7Al are expected in the data for all targets. 

Transitions from the first three excited states in 27Al are seen 

in the background for each target. They are seen most intensely in the 

aluminum target. To determine if the total intensity of lines at the 

energies of these transitions is due to inelastic neutron scattering on 

Al, ratios of the line intensity for the G3 spectrum to that in the Gl 

spectrum were computed. For lines such as those due to the reactions 
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(a) 

1778 
28Si 

1 j 
I 2 H(n,y) H 

2223keV 

.... · .. ···.·· .. :· .... : .. ·.··· ..... : ... ··.· . 

26 26 

Mg 1779

1 
!'809 ~· 

•. 

···.·· ···.·· .... ·~.......... . .. .···· . 

(b) 

..... · .. ·· ... · ....... . 
:· ·. :·-- ··.·· 

21751 
2212 

(c) 

ENERGY 

· ... ·.······ ···· .. ···· .. · · .. · ... 

r 
XBL 723-619 

Fig. 30. Si spectra near 2 MeV; (a) sum of short delay and long delay 
spectra, (b) background spectrum (i.e. minus time spectrum), and 
(c) sum of short delay and long delay spectra minus twice the 
background spectrum. 
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10 7 . 208 1 208 72 · 72 B(n,o:) L~,. Pb(n,nr) Ph, and Ge(n,n') Ge, i.e., known neutron 

background lines, this ratio is 1.4 for Si and Al, 1.2 for Ca, and 2.0 

for Co. The variation in this ratio reflects the variation in the 

average neutron multiplicity. By this criterion about 25% of the 2212 

keV line intensiiy in the Si target data might b~ attributed to neutron 

background. 

The G3/Gl ratio for the 1779 keV gamma ray identified as the 

transition between the 3585- and 1809-keV levels in 
26

Mg indicates a 

large background contribution. This background is seen in Fig. 30b. 

The assigned intensity is that obtained from the difference spectrum. A 

large yield for the formation of 26Mg corresponding to .the emission of 

a neutron and a proton or of a deuteron following muon capture in 
28

si 

is consistent with the trend reported by Budyashov et al. Thus in 

spite of the large background the difference spectrum intensity is 

assigned to 26Mg, but with a large negative error. 

he . . . . 25 h . T ass~grunents to trans~t~ons ~n Mg are rat er uncerta~n. The 

G3/Gl ratio for the 586 keV line indicates a large. background contri-

bution. A transition from the 975 keV state. to the ground state should 

be seen with an intensity equal to the 985- to 586~keV transition •. 

This gamma ray was not observed. 85 However, Eckhause et al., report 

this transition. It is noted that the formation of 25Mg following muon 

· 28s· · · · f h 31 capture ;Ln ~ requ~res an exc~tat~on o more t an MeV• 

The assigrnnents listed in Table XI account for 60% of the muon 

captures. Observed transitions in 
28

Al occur 11% of the time. Single 

neutron emission forming 
2

7Al occurs 37% of the time. An appreciable 

amount of proton plus neutron emission is seen (approximately 9'fo). 
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VI. COMMENTS ON THE RESULTS 

In this chapter detailed comments are made on the results presented 

in the previous chapter. 
40 - 39 A comparison of the Ca(~ ,vn) K results is 

made with the results of the photo-excitation reaction 
40

ca(y,py' )39K 

and with the results of the pickup reaction 40ca(t,o:)39K. Our results 

for the Si target for the reaction 28si(~-,v)28Al are compared with 

inelastic electron scattering data on 28si and we conclude that a giant 

Ml dipo!e mechanism is present in muon capture. A correlation of the 

states populated in 28Al following muon capture in 28si is made with 

states identified as configuration mixtures of single particle-single 

hole configurations by Boerma and Smith.9l The lower limits on neutron 

multipLicities set by this experim,ent are compared with the measurements 
' . 

. 12 
of MacDonald et al. Similarly the limits set on charged particle 

emission by this experiment are discussed in the framework of other 

evidence on charged particle .emission following muon capture. The 

results of recent experiments using the analogous radiative pion capture 

reaction are presented. 27 - 26 Finally, the Al results for the Al(~ ,vn) Mg 

reaction are compared to the results of the photo-excitation reaction 

27Al(y,py' )26
Mg and discussed as a· probe of the isospin splitting of 

the giant resonance. 

A. Population of Hole States in 39K 

The·existence of a "giant resonance" mechanism in the muon capture 

process is well established (e.g. resonance structure in neutron spectra 

observed by Evseev et al. 13 and Plett and Sobottka54) ~ 

It is of interest in the study of nuclear structure,to correlate 

where possible the events following muon capturewith those following 

photoexcitation since this process has been under investigation for some 

time. ·It was pointed out in Chapter II that some of the initial 

• I 

• l, 

I -
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steps in theoretical calculations of muon capture rates (Foldy and 

Walecka3°) related the integrated photoabsorption cross section to the 

nuclear matrix elements in muon capture and thereby achieved good agree-

16 4.0 
ment with measured capture rates at least for 0 and Ca. 

In attempting to understand exactly how nuclear structure influences 

the muon capture reaction or conversely what nuclear structure infor-

mation may be obtained from studying the muon capture reaction a 

comparison of levels populated following muon capture with those popu-

lated in particle transfer reactions which are well understood is 

useful. 

Figure 31 shows the probability of populating states in 39K for 

three kinds of reactions. The results of this .experiment for the 

reaction 40ca(f.L-,Vn)39K are shown next to the column showing the 

relative positions of energy levels which are populated significantly 

in the reactions shown. In each case the probabilities are shown 

relative to that for populating the first excited state. The results 

of Ullrich and Krauth9l who detected the decay gammas from the reaction 

40
ca(y,py')39K are shown next to muon capture results. On the far right 

the results of the cross section measurements made by Hinds and 

Middleton93 for the pickup reactio~ 40
ca(t,a)39K are displayed. On the 

basis of angular distributions Hinds and Middleton conclude that most 

ofthe ld512 proton hole strength is shated by the three levels at 5.28, 

5.62 and 6-35 MeV. The probabilities of populating states in the muon 

capture reaction correlates well with those in i::he (t,a) reaction 

indicating a preference for leaving the final nucleus in a simple shell 

model state. The correlation between muon capture and photo-excitation 

does not seem as strong although the same states are populated in both 

reactions. 
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6.35 (3/2)+,5/2+ -
5.96 (1/2-, 3/2-) 

5.62 (3121+,5/2+ -
5.28 (312)+. 5/2+ -

3.88 ----- 3/2+,5/2+ 

3.02 ___ .;..,..._ 3/2-

2.82 7/2-

2.53 1/2+ 

-----3/2+ 
Relative Intensity Relative lntenalt Relative Craea Section 

Fig. 31. Comparison of relative probabilities of exciting states in 

39K via three different reaction mechanisms. 
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It is emphasized onee again that muon capture is expected to excite 

a wider variety of states than does photoexcitation an~ that' it can 

excite the same states in more than one way. For example Balashov et 

al. 36 have calculated partial transition rates to states in 39K following 

muon capture in 40ca. They include allowed, first forbidden, and second 

forbidden transitions in the calculations. A schematic of this model is 

shown in Fig. 6. Hill and Uberall33 have also calculated these rates 

considering only first forbidden transitions. Note the isospin first 

forbidden transitions in muon capture are analogous to photoexcitation. 

The total capture rate calculated by Hill is 1. 75 times the experiment'al 

rate and Balashov accounts for more than the total capture rate with 

transitions to 39K. Thus comparison of absolute rates is not particularly 

interesting. However, a comparison of the relative probabilities for 

populating the ld
512 

hole state and the 2s
112 

hold state can be made. 

For this comparison the surraned yields for the 5.28, 5. 62, and 6. 35 MeV; 

states was taken as the probability of populating the ld
512 

hole state. 

This comparison is made in Table XII. The present results are in some-

Table XII 

-1 -1 
ld5/2 /2sl/2 

Balashov a) Uberall b) This Experiment Vuilleumier c) 

0.35 o. 54_:!::0.14 0.41+0.14 

a) Ref. 36 b) Ref. 33 c) Ref. 84 

what better agreement with the calculations of Balashov et al., suggest-

ing that perhaps allowed and second forbidden transitions must be 

included even for the doubly magic Ca nucleus. It should be noted 

however, that Vuilleumier' se)j. results while in statistical agreement 

with the present experiment are closer to the predictions of Hill 
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and Uberall. At any rate, an unambiguous determination of this problem 

requires the coincidence measurement of the corresponding neutrons and 

gamma rays. 

i· 
l 
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B. Giant Ml Dipole Resonance in 
28

si 

As mentioned in the chapter on theory Ubera1150 has suggested that 

a giant Ml dipole resonance mechanism might contribute to the muon 

capture process in mid-shell nuclei. That is, a transition for which 

6J = 1 and the parity is not changed. This situation corresponds to an 

allowed transition and as described earlier such transitions are not 

expected for muon capture in closed shell nuclei. However, they are 

indeed possible within the framework of the shell model for mid-shell 

nculei. Fagg et a1. 51 have measured the 180 deg inelastic electron 

scattering cross section of 
28

si (shown in Fig. 32). They see a 

"resonance" in the cross section at 11.41 MeV. ·From the ,hehavior of this 

resonance as the momentum transfer is varied it is identified as a 

magnetic dipole transition. Figure 33 is taken from Fagg and shows the 

level diagram for 
28

si and 
28

Al where the 
28

Al levels have been shifted 

to account for the Coulomb energy difference. Fagg identifies the 

2.207 MeV (1+) level 'in 28Al as the "parent" of the 1+ isoba~ic ari~logue 

state at 11.41 MeV in 
28

si. 

The (d,p) results of Boerma and Smith9l show a 1+ state with an 

excitation energy of .2202.:!:.1 keV in 28Al. We see this state populated .. 

4.2% of the time following muon capture in 28si. We suggest that this is 

+ positive evidence for the identification of the 2202 keV, 1 state in 

28Al th II t" f th 11 41 M v . b . ·. 1 . 28 . . as e paren o e • · e ~so ar~c ana og state ~n s~. 

In a digression we now review what is known about the structure of 

this state. It is known that nuclei near mass number 28 are deformed.94 

Fu and Yost95 have employed a unified model for deformed odd-odd nuclei 

to calculate energy levels and gamma transition probabilities in 28Al. 

Their results are shown in Fig. 34. The order and spacing of the first 

three levels is in good agreement with experimento The spacing of the 
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Fig. 32. Differential cross section for 180 deg. inelastic electron 

scattering on 28si. (After Ref. 51.) 
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14.66(----~)(2-) 

14.01 (-----HI+) 

13.12 (2-) 

12.79 I+ 

12.27 I+ 

11.41 I+ 

10.86 I+ .. 

10.48 I+ 

9.38. ___________ 2+ 9.32r __________ 3+. 0---------
28p 

XBL 7112-1807 

Fig. 33· Energy level diagram for 
28

Al'adjuste'd for the Coulomb energy 

difference and shown next to the energy leve.l diagram for 
28si. 

(After Ref. 51.) 
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Fig. 34. . Experimental and theoretical energy levels in 
28

Al. 

(After Ref. 95·) 
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fourth through sixth levels is not in as good agreement with experiment. 

However the predicted gamma branching ratios are in good agreement with 

the measured branching ratios for all levels. Unfortunately the calcu-
. . . + 

lations do not extend high enough in energy to include the 2202 keV, 1 

level which is of particular interest here. 

Boerma and Smith9l have extended the Oak Ridge96 work by considering 

a truncated basis 
-1 -1 of (d

512 
s

112
) and (d

512 
d312 ) configurations as 

well as the basis -2 
(d5/2 sl/2) and (d5/2 sl/2-2 ) used by Glaudemans et 

al.97 They then compare the calculated level schemes with -their 

27Al(d,p)28Al results. The comparison is shown in Fig. 35. ;They point 

out that since configuration mixing was only taken into account between 

states calculated in each scheme separately, only qualitative agreement 

is to be expected. 

The following observations are made by these authors. "Both theories 

predict -a :/ = 2+ ground state and a J!C = 3+ first excited state, both 

principally with a (d
512

- 1s
112

) configuration. The exper.imentally 

observed order of these levels is reversed, but the observed large 

£ = 0 strength9B for the 27Al(d,p)28Al reaction to these levels is in 
n . 

agreement99 with the predicted structure if it is assumed that.the wave 

function of the ground state of 27Al has d
512

-l as main component. 

Making the same assumption, 'it can be shown that the .en "" 2 .strength 

for the ( d, p) reaction to levels of predominantly ( d
512 

-l.d;)2'l config

uration is large. Experimentally, large .e = 2 reduced widths98 have 
n 

+ + + 
been observed for levels at 1.01 (3 ), 2.20 (1 ), 2~27 (5 ), and 2.~6 
. + . 
( 5 ) MeV. This fact, and the reasonable agreement b.etween the observed 

and the calculated excitation energies, lead to the conclusion that the 

-1 . 
levels at 1.01 and 2!20 MeV have large (d

512 
d

312
) components. Experi-

mental information is lacking to establish the correspondence between 
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Fig. 35· Identification of states in 28Al as simple configuration mixed 

particle-hole or p~rticle-hole and two particle-two hole states. 

(After Ref. 91.) 
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observed levels and the predicted ~ = 4+ and 2+ levels with large 

(d
512

- 1d
312

) configuration at 1.58 and 1.62 MeV. In addition, the 

effects of the inclusion of configuration mixin:g will be important for 

the two theoretical levels with J = 2+ near 1. 6 MeV (see Fig •. 35 ), 

because the calculated difference in the excitation energies is smalL. 

The correspondence between observed levels and levels predicted to 

. -2 -2 have pr~dom1.nantely (d
512 

s
112 

) configurations is indicated in Fig. 

35 by solid or dashed lines. This comparison is in agreement with the 

fact that no appreciable £ = 2 reduced widths98 have been measured for 
n 

.. . 
the levels at 0.97, 1-37, and 2.14 MeV,. and with the observed large 

£ = 0 width for the 2.14-MeV level. The proposed structure of the 
n 

~ = 1+ levels at 1-37 and 1.62 MeV is in accordance with the observed100 

small log(ft) values for allowed t3 transitions to these levels if the 

26 -2 . 
ground state of Mg has a large (ld

5
/a ) component in the wave function." 

Figure 36 shows 'the ~xperi~ental levels of 
28

Al separ:ate~ according 

·to t.he configuration identifications suggested by Boerma and Smith. Also 

shown are the relative probabilities of populating these levels in muon 

capture determined in this experiment. + Except for the.1.37 MeV 1 state 

all the states populated in muon capture can be int~rpreted as mainly 

-1 . 1 -1 1 
configuration mixed states of the simple (d

512 
s

112 
) and (d

512 
d
312 

) 

single particle-single hole configurations. The dotted line at 1..01 MeV 

in the li!UOn capture columii corresponds to assigning all the 986 keV 

gamma as a transition in 
28

Al. (See the discussion of the Si results 

in Chap. V.) 

As a point of general interest we mention that the 2202 keV 1+ 

101 level is not reported by Hardell et al. who looked at capture gannna 

rays from the reaction 
2

7 Al(n,y )28AL Note this level is populated 

strongly in muon capture and clearly identified in the (d,p) reaction.9l 
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Fig. 36. Relative probabilities of exciting states in 28Al following 

. 28s· h h . £ d muon capture ~n ~ s own next to t e con iguration mixe 

identifications of Ref. 91 for these levels. 
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Attention is again focussed on the population of 1 states follow-

87 + ing muon capture. Bunatyan et al. have suggested that a 1 state near 

28 8 MeV in · Al should be populated about 22% of the time following muon 

. 28
8

. capture ~n ~ • 
. 85 

Eckhause et al. report a gamma transition of 7725 

.keV that occurs 5.4% of the time. The energy of this transition is · 

indistinguishable from the energy of thermal neutron capture direct 

trans~tion to the ground state. A 5% population of such a high energy 

level exactly at the neutron binding energy would indicate a highly 

preferred final state structure for that level. This energy is above 

our high energy cut-off and such a transition was therefore not detected 

in this experiment. 
102 . 

Nichol et al. suggest that the thermal neutron 

capture state is a (2,3)+ state. If 6ne of these pos~ibilities is the 
·. + ·.. ' 

proper spin_assigrnnent, then this level is cl'early not the 1 level 

predicted by Bunatyan. Even if the level is a 1+ level, the intensity 

is significantly lower than that predicted by Bunatyan. 
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c. Muon Capture and the Photoproton Reaction in 
28

si 

The photoproton spectrum for the reaction 28si(y,p)
2

7Al has been 

measured by Canning ton et al. 103 Their spectrum is shown in Fig. 37. 

They see proton groups corresponding to the formation of 27Al in the 

ground state (p ), first, second, fourth, and fifth and sixth excited 
0 

states (p
1

, p
2

, p
4

, and p
5

_6 ). There is no evidence in the (y,p) data for 

exciting the third excited state in 27Al. (See arrow in figure.) The 

probabilities for exciting states in 27.Al following muon capture in 

28si are shown relative to the probability for exciting the first 

excited state in the same figure. (The vertical lines.) The most 

striking difference in the (y,p) and muon capture results is the sig-

nificant probability for populating the third excited state in muon 

capture. Also, the relative probabilities for populating excited states 

are different in the two reactions. In summary, there is a similarity 

in the states populated in the (y,p) reaction and those populated in J.1. 

capture, however the correlation is far from perfect. 

An identification of "hole" states is not as clear in 27Al as in 

39K. This is because the nuclei near mass number 28 are deformed. In 

the weak coupling model, the low-lying 27Al states are generated by 

1 . ld h 1 h 28s. . d d f. . d . lo4 coup ~ng a 
512 

o e to t e ~ groun an ~rst exc~te states. 

In the strong coupling model of 27Al, a static prolate deformation ~f 

the nucleus is assumed and the low-lying states are explained, following 

the predictions of the Nilsson model, l05 in terms of a K:rr = 5/2+ ground 

. :rr + 1~ state rotat~onal band and a K == 1/2 band. Each model has been 

successful in describing particular aspects of 27Al. The weak coupling 

model fails to give the spectroscopic factors derived from one-nucleon 

transfer reactions between 27Al and 28si, while the strong coupling 

model does not agree with the inelastic scattering data. 

! 
• ! 

i 

- I 
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XBL 7112-1805 

Fig. 37· Relative probabilities of exciting levels in 27Al following 

muon capture in 28si (bars) shown superposed on the charged 

particle spectrum of Ref. 103 for the 
28

si(y,p)27Al reaction. 

Note the absence of a proton group corresponding to the muon 

excited level indicated by the arrow. 
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Ropke et al. l07 have compared 27 Al with 2 \1 and 25Mg to suggest 

the existence of two y-vibrational bands. They then adapt the theory 

Of Fass ·ler108 to treat 27Al w~th a · "b · · · h · ~ rotat~on~v~ rat~on ~nteract~on. T e~r 

results exhibit features of strong coupling and weak coupling simultan

eously. Overall this model describes 27Al well, but th~re is still a 

' 
problem with the spectroscopic factors from one-nucleon transfer 

reactions. 

All cif these models include an interaction of the core with the 

single nucleon "hole" and predict the energy levels up to 3 MeV 

correctly. From the strong population of these l-evels in the muon 

capture reaction it is apparent that the 28si core is excited in the 

reaction. 

! • 

.• 
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D. Comparison with Published Neutron MUltiplicities 

It was mentioned in the review of muon capture experiments that 

neutronmultiplicity measurements following muon capture in several 

12 
nuclei have been made by MacDonald et al. With the formation of 

isotope calculations (see table for each target) made using the data of 

the present experiment,. lower limits can be set on neutron multiplicities. 

The reason only lower limits are set is that the present experiment is 

not sensitive to direct populations of ground states. We also are 

limited to gannna transitions with.energies between our upper arid lower 

energy cutoff points, and we cannot detect weakly populated levels. 

A comparison of the MacDonald results with those of this experiment 

is made in Table XII. Th·e limit set for no-neutron emission inciudes the 

probability that a single proton is emitted. Similarly the l:lmit set for 

single neutron emission includes the probability that a proton plus a 

neutron is emitted. For the aluminum target, where most of the captures 

are accounted for in the present experiment, the agreement is quite good. 

The results of the two experiments are also consistent for Si and Ca, 

although the differences in the quoted multiplicities and the lower limits 

set here are significantly larger than for Al. 

Table XII 

Neutron multi distributions 0 

Target P(O P(l) P( V > 1) P(v > 2) 

Al (1) 7·7±3·7 82.2±7. 7 -6.8±15.6 10.1±5. 6 16. 9±11. 7 

(2) 6.8±0.7 66.2±6.3 4. 5±0.9 

Si (1) 36. 3±5. 7 45.7±0.8 24. 5±21.1 18.0±7.6 -6. 5±15. 8 

(2) 11. 3±1. 8 45. 8±3.4 3· 0±1. 0 

ca (1) 37.0±2.9 54.1±5.6 9·3±7-3 9.0±3.6 -0-3±4. 6 

(2) 17 .2±2. 0 26.6±2.4 o.6±o.2 

(1) Measured multiplicities of MacDonald et al. 12 

(2) Limits set in this experiment. 
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The probability of no particle emission following muon capture in 

28si has been determined by Bunatyan et al. 87 and Eckhause et al. 85 

Their measured probabilities are 0.28±o.o4 and 0.26±0.03 respectively, 

and are consistent with the 0.36±0.06 probability of no neutron emission 

quoted by MacDonald. Since only 13% of the muon captures lead to 

excited states within the range detectable in this experiment it appears 

that there is a significant yield directly to the ground state • 
. · 8 

We note here that Bunatyan 7 predicts a 0.06 probability for no 

neutron emission following muon capture in Al. Using an activation 

technique Bunatyan et a1. 87 measure a 0.10±0.01 probability forno 

particle emission. The prediction agrees well with the results of this 

experiment and with those of MacDonald. Bunatyan's measurement is a 

little higher than these. 

' . 
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E. Connnents on Charged Particle Emission 

We first note that significant charged particle emission is seen in 

the Si and Ca targets, whereas there is no evidence in our data for this 

occurring in Al and Co. In fact, the nuclear level diagrams showing 

gannnas observed following muon C?-pture in Al and Co are strikingly 

similar. 

Balashov36 has formulated some general principles for the description 

of the disintegration of light nuclei in the 2s-ld shells following muon 

capture, with special reference to charged particle emission. According 

to these principles, charged particle emission should be more prominent 

in nuclei with half-filled shells and less likely for closed shell nuclei. 

In our experiment no charged particle emission was observed in the Al 

target. However, little is known about the excited states of 26Na which 

is the residual nucleus following proton emission. At any rate, the 

absence of unidentified lines of significant yield implies that charged 

particle emission to excited states of residual nuclei is infrequento On 

the other hand, nearly 10% of the time a neutron and a proton, perhaps as 

a deuteron, were emitted following ~- capture in 
28

si. However, with the 

present assigrunent no single proton emission was observed. (Assigning 

the full intensity of the 985 keV line to 27Mg gives less than 1% single 

proton emission. ) Whereas, in Ca single proton emission was observed 

about 7% of the time and neutron plus proton emission occured about 9% 

of the time, nearly as. frequently as in SL No charged particle emission 

in 59co is consistent with the 27 protons being a nearly closed shell. 

It is clear then, that the "principles" proposed by Balashov do not hold 

consistently for the cases studied here. 

We note that Balashov based his formulation on the analogy of the 

muon capture process with photoexcitation. He qualifies the i•principles" 
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by noting that the analogy holds only for the first forbidden transitions 

in muon capture. The lack of agreement between the "principles" and our 

results indicates once again that allowed and second forbidden transitions 

play a significant role in muon capture in the nuclei studied here. 

An experiment which determined the energy spectrum and branching 

· f h d · 1 · · f 11 · · 28s · · rat1.o or c arge part1.c e em1.ss1.on o ow1.ng muon capture 1.n 1. us1.ng 

a Si(Li) target-detector system has been performed by Sobottka and Wills.
10

9 

They give the branching ratio as 0.15±0.02 charged particle per muon 

capture. This is consistent with the lower limit set by our experiment 

of 0.115±0.012. 

We note- that the charged particle energy spectrum of Sobottka and 

Wills does not exhibit resonances such as the neutron energy spectra of 

Evseev et al. l3 and Plett and Sobottka. 54 

As was mentioned in the section reporting our Si results, Vil'gel'mova 

et a1. 88 have measured the probabilities of the muon capture in Si proceed-

. . h 28 . ( - )27 h 1 h . 1 . h h. . 1.ng v1.a t e S1. ·~ ,vp Mg c anne • T e1.r resu t 1.s tat t 1.s react1.on 

occurs 5· 3±1. O% of the time. As was noted earlier, the assigrunent of the 

full 985 keV ganuna seen in our experiment as a transition in 27Mg would 

result in a population of 27
Mg of less than 1%. 

At the intermediate excitation energies observed in our experiment 

alpha emission corresponding to the reaction 

is energetically possible. Lines corresponding to transitions from 

excited states in 
24

Na were searched for but none were found. Similar 

searches for gamma transitions in residual nuclei which would imply alpha 

particle emission were conducted for each of the other targets with no 

indication of this event occurring. 

Budyashov et a1. 110 have reported probabilities for charged particle 
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emission following muon capture in several targets. Their results are for 

protons with energies greater than 15 MeV and deuterons with energies 

greater than 18 MeV. 
28 328 4oc The measurements were performed for Si, , a, 

64 and Cu. They simultaneously measured the ionization loss dE/dx and the 

total energy E and thus separated particles of the same charge but 

different masso 

. 110 
A comparison of the charged particle yields of Budyashov et al. 

and the lower limits on these yields set in this experiment is made in 

Table XIV~ The yield for deuteron emission quoted for this experiment 

assumes the neutron and proton leave the intermediate nucleus as a 

deuteron. Since the deuteron binding energy is only 2.2 MeV, many 

deuterons may dissociate and thus be counted as protons in Budyashov's 

experiment. 

Table XIV 

Proton ($) 
Target Budyashov This experiment 

Si o.88±o.o6 9-2±1.0 

Ca 1-30±0.11 

Deuteron ($) 
Budyashov This experiment 

0-33±0.03 

0.26±0.03 8. 5±1.4 
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F. Comparison with Radiative Pion Capture Results 

As was described for Ca and Si, and in the introductory theory, 

aspects of muon capture are analogous to photoexcitation and inelastic 

electron scattering. Another analogous reaction is radiative pion 

capture. This reaction occurs as 

n + N(A,Z) ~ N*(A,Z - 1) + y 

The analogy arises as a consequence of the similarity of the interaction 

111 Hamiltonians for the two processes. 

We note that since the pionhas negative intrinsic parity that pion 

capture from the atomic.2p orbit populates the same parity nuclear states 

as muon capture from the ls orbit. However, due to the fact· that· pions 

interact strongly most of the nuclear pion captures occur from orbits 

further out than the ls orbit. 
12 

In fact even for C,92% of the captures 

Occur from th.e 2p Orbl·t. 112 c tl f 1" ht 1 . 1 onsequen y, or 1g nuc e1 nuc ear 

states of the same parity are populated in pion and muon capture. 

113 Lam et al. have measured the neutron energy spectra from 

d . . . . 12c 16 d 4o 11 h .1 . ra. 1at1ve p1on capture 1n , o, an Ca as we as t e angu ar 

distribution of photons emitted in coincidence with these neutrons. 

12 16 
~hey see structure in the neutron spectra of C and o, but do not see 

this structure for 40ca. They interpret the asymmetries in the gamma 

angular correlation data as evidence that a resonance process is involved 

in the capture mechanism only 67%, 74% and 71% of the time for the 12c, 

16o, and 40ca t t t" 1 arge s respec 1ve y. They attribute the balance of the 

captures to a direct process and show the results of calculations 113 

based on such a process which describe the high energy portions of their 

neutron spectra well. 

Holland et a1.
114 

also used a time of flight technique to measure the 

neutron spectra f d . . . . 16 d 28s. h rom ra 1at1ve p1on capture 1n 0 an 1. T ey see 

'' 

-. 

! 
i-

' .. 



structure in the spectra for both nuclei. 

. 115 
Alder et al. have measured the neutron and gamma ray spectra in 

. d f 11 . d. . . . 16o h coinc1. ence o ow1.ng ra 1.at1.ve p1.on capture l.Ii • T ey see structure 

in both spectra. 

116 The Crowe group, at this Laboratory, has used a pair spectrometer 

4 
to measure the gamma energy spectrum from radiative pion capture in He, 

12c, 16o, 24
Mg, and 40ca. They see structure in the spectra of 

4
He, 

12 . d 16 b . . . f. . h 24 d 4oc C an 0 ut see no s1.gn1. 1.cant structure 1.n t e Mg an a spectra. 

The evidence, from the radiative pion capture experiments, for a 

h . . h f . 16 d 28 . resonance mec an1.sm 1.n t e capture process or capture 1.n 0 an S1. 

is reassuring, but the lack of evidence for such a process in capture 

. 4oc i .. 1.n · a s surpr1.s1.ng. 

The similarity of the Hamiltonians for the muon capture and 

radiative pion capture reactions is in the axial vector and pseudoscaler 

nuclear form factors which appear for both reactions. Muon capture has 

additional vector terms. Part of the explanation for the different 

results may be in the different Hamiltonians. However, a more likely 

explanation is that pion capture in medium and heavy nuclei occurs 

predominantly from atomic orbits further out than the 2p orbit and the 

close analogy for the two processes then breaks down. 
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G. Isospin Splitting of the Giant Resonance 

As described in the section on the giant resonance mechanism, the 

isospin selection rules45 allow only T = 1 state formation by the 

absorption of electric dipole radiation by a nucleus with ground state 

isospin T = 0. However, for nuclei with ground state isospin T f. 0 . g 

excited states with isospin T = T or T = T + 1 may be formed. 
g g 

Attempts have been made to see this isospin splitting of the giant 

dipole resonance. 117 The results of these attempts are thus far incon-

elusive. Since the states IT + 1, T + 1) formed in muon capture are 
g g 

the parent states of the IT + 1, T ) states formed in photoexcitation, g g . 
20 Uberall has suggested that information of the isospin splitting to the 

T + 1 state in photoexcitation can be obtained from a study of the muon 
g 

capture reaction. He suggests in particular that a comparison.of the two 

modes of excitation in 27Al could be made since photoexcitation studies 

have been made ori this nucleus. 

A correlation of the probabilities for populating states in 26Mg in 

the two reactions 27Al(~-,vn)26Mg and 27Al(y,py')26Mg is made in Fig. 38. 
. 110 

The photoexcitation results are those of Thompson et al. Clearly, the 

same states are populated strongly in the two reactions. 

An energy level diagram (Fig. 39) shows schematically the isospin 

states populated in the two reactions and the particle decay of these 

states to an excited level of 26Mg. The states are labelled with kets 

IT; Tz)' where T is the total isospin and Tz = l/2(N- z) is the 

projection of theisospin ton the z-axis in isospace. From this picture 

it is clear that the same final st"ates can be populated. And to the 

deg;ree that the first forbidden, isospin .resonance mechanism dornina:tes 

in the muon capture reaction, an implication that much of the photo-

excitation proceeds through the ~T = 1 mode may be drawn. The reason is, 

' I 
I 

'· 
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Fig. 38. Relative probabilities of exciting states in 
26

Mg following 
27 27 26 muon capture in Al (solid lines) and in the Al( 1, p) Mg 

reaction (dotted lines). The photo-excitation data from 

Ref. 110. 
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Fig. 39· Possible intermediate excitations in the photoexcitation and 

muon capture reactions on 27Al leading to excited states in 
26 Mg where the states are labelled with their isospin quantum 

numbers. 
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that the upper isospin 13/2, 1/2) state in 27Al is the analog of the 

13/2, 3/2) parent state in 27Mg. However, the picture that has been 

presented here is much over simplified. For example, even within the 

first forbidden type of muon capture transitions one has the spin flip 

possibility which results in~J ~ 0, 2 in addition to ~J = 1. These 

transitions are not analogous to the electric dipole photoexcitation 

reaction. Also, as was shown for 28si, there is evidence for significant 

allowed transition strength in the muon capture reaction for mid shell 

nuclei. And as mentioned earlier, because of the large mass of the muon 

.and the consequently large energy carried away by the neutrino, higher 

order terms in the expansion of the outgoing neutrino wave are expected 

to be signific~nt in the muon capture process. Thus it is expected that 

a significant amount of transitions of the ''second forbidden" type occur. 

Evidence for these is the very high intermediate excitation energies 

implied by the levels seen in the residual nuclei in this experiment. 

In spite of all these qualifications, the correlation shown in 

Fig. 38 is quite good. 
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VII. CONCLUSIONS 

From an analysis of gamma rays following 1J. capture in Al, Si, ca, 

and Co the following conclusions are made: the direct ·population of 

"hole" states in 39K following muon · 40c · d · .h h capture 1n a 1n 1cates t at t e 

muon capture reaction might be used in a manner similar to the single 

nucleon pick up reactions to study simple shell model structure; the 

interpretation of the 28Al levels populated following muon capture in 

28si as single particle-single hole configurations adds strength to this 

argument, however the strong population of states in 27Al which are 

known to involve collective excitations of the Si core cloud this inter-

pretation somewhat in the mass number 28 region; a comparison of the muon 

capture results with the results of photoexcitation experiments supports 

the existence of a giant resonance mechanism in muon capture, but the 

deviations in the relative intensities for populating final states in the 

two reactions shows clearly that the mechanisms are not identical; a 

correlation wi~h electroexcitation data on 
28

si suggests the presence 

of a giant resonance mechanism in muon capture which is analogous to the 

giant Ml dipole resonance seen in electroexcitation; the consistency of 

our data with published results on neutron multiplicities and charged 

particle emission following muon capture shows that lower limts on these 

phenomena may be set using this technique; and finally, the existence of 

Doppler broadened peaks in our data is consistent with known lifetimes 

of nuclear levels. 

In an attempt to study nuclear structure from the analysis of gamma 

rays following IJ. capture the results of our experiment have been compared 

with the theoretically calculated rates where such exist and an attempt 

to relate the results to simple models and thus extract structure infor-

mation has been made. These efforts were limited to a discussion of the 

... ~ 
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capture in Ca and the levels popu-levels populated in 39K following 

lated in 28 Al and 27 Al following capture in 28si. Similar discussions 

for all the residual nuclei formed in the capture reaction might be 

helpful in determining what nuclear structure information can be learned 

using this technique. To make such discussions quantitative further 

calculations of the type made by Uberall and collaborators and Balashov 

et al. are in order. 

An experiment which measured the gamma energy and emitted-neutron 

energy in coincidence would be of great importance in providing detailed 

information on the intermediate states and thus the giant resonance levels 

in the intermediate nucleus (the parent levels of those produced in photo-

excitation). An initial attempt at such a coincidence measurement has 

been made by Shroeder119 who measured the neutron energy spectrum for 

neutrons in coincidence with any gamma ray for Ca, Tl, Pb, and Bi. A 

resonance structure was observed for Ca, but no such structure was 

evident for the heavier targets. An experiment to measure the compli-

mentary neutron and gamma ray in coincidence will surely be performed 

at one of the meson factories which will soon be operational. 

Finally, we note that it has been suggested 117 that the isospin 

splitting of the giant dipole resonance may be studied via the muon 

4o 48 88 14o 208 capture reaction in such nuclei as Ca, Ca, Sr, Ce, and Pb. 
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APPENDICES 

A. Details on the Efficiency Calibration 

A detailed description of the corrections made for the efficiency 

calibration calculations is given in this Appendix. As discussed in 

the text in the ·section titled "Efficiency CaiibratiQn," the key to the 

technique used was a measurement of the l<b; x-ray yield per muon stop for 

several targets. 

Th~ st~~s leading to the FEP absolute efficiency curve included the 

following corrections: target self attenuation; solid angle subtended by 

the detector; and a subtraction of the muon-stop triggers--S S S AC--
1 2 3 

which correspond to muons stopping in scintillator s
3

• 

1. Muon Stopping Distribution 

The first two corrections listed depend on the location in the 

target at which the ~uon stops. This dependence was fold~d into these 

corrections by the inclusion of a weighting factor given by the muon 

stopping distribution in the target. 

A muon stopping distribution was determined for each target from a 

differential range curve for muons stopping in c~. In order to do this 

an effective C~ thickness must be used for each stopping material. The 

C~ equivalent thickneSS for element X WaS taken to be 

r(dE/d£) : 
6t = ,6.t l X J c~ eq. x i(dE/d£)c~ 

l -~-----
. 2 rdE/dU J 

where Mx is the target thickness in gm/cm andL(dE/d£):"2 

is an average over three energies of the ratio of the stopping power of 

the element x to the stopping power of c~. This relation requires that 

the energy lost by a muon in traversing 6;C~ gm/cm2 of CH
2 

equal that 

lost in traversing 6£ gm/cm2 of element x, i.e., 
X . 
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(6£ )c~ 
dE 

ds c~ 
= (6£) 

X 

The stopping power dE/ds at energies of 10-, 26~, and 50-MeV, for several 

120 
elements and c~, as given in Barkas and Berger are listed in Table XV. 

Table XV 

2 gm-1) 
a) 

Table of dE/ds (Mev • em 

E 
CH2 (MeV) Al Fe Cu Ag Pb Lucite 

50 ·3.07 2-29 . 2.08 2.00 1.80 1. 51 2.85 

26 4.37 3.24 2.92 2.81 2.51 2.09 4.05 

10 8.52 6.22 5·55 5·32 4.70 3·91 7.88 

a) Ref. 120. 

Ratios (dE/ds)c~/(dE/ds)x computed at these same energies for the same 

elements are also listed. The average values for these ratios over the 

three energies was then plotted vs. atomic number (Fig. 4o). Average 

values for these ratios for targets not listed in the tables of Barkas 

and Berger were then interpolated from a linear least squares fit to 

these points. 

The measured differential range curve for muons stopping in C~ is 

shown in Fig. 41. This curve was obtained by scaling the stop triggers--

s1 s2s
3

Ac-- for a fixed number of incident particles--s
1
--at several 

degrader thicknesses. This was a no-target range curve, i.e., the 

particle-stop trigger s1s2s
3

Ac corresponds to a stop in the 1/4-in. 

scintillator s
3

• 

The large peak at 6.5 in. C~ corresponds to the n: range. The 

lower peak centered at 11 in. C~ corresponds to stopping muons. The 

solid line is a Gaussian with FWHM = 3 in. centered at and scaled to the 
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Fig. 40. Effective CE2 thickness of various absorbers. For example, 

1 in. of iron is equivalent to 1.5 in. of CE2· 
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Fig. 41. Differential range curve for negative mesons. 
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maximum stops at the :n: range. The estimated :n: contamination with the 

degrader thickness set at 9·75 in. is less than 3% and was neglected in 

our calculations. A muon stopping distribution, i.e., S(t) =the number 

of muon stops per 1/4-in lucite at t inches into the target, can be obtained 

from the differential range curve. This is. just the C~ differential 

range curve beginning at a degrader thickness of 9·75 in. and extending 

t inches where 

t 
2. 54 Pc~ 

L'.tc~ is given above and the density of c~ is, Pc~ 

As an example, 0.25-in. Pb would extend 1.53 inches. 

3 0.9 gm/cm • 

The targets were placed at 45 deg to the beam line, so the thickness 

used in stopping distribution calculations is 1.414 times the actual 

thickness. 

2. Solid Angle .correction 

Measurements_of ;the~ x-ray yield from a Q.25-in. thick Pb target 

placed at positions in the target holder nearest to and furthest from 

the Ge(Li) detector showed a 15% variation due to the difference in the 

solid angle subtended by the detector at the two target positions. A 

solid angle correction as a function of position was made as a linear 

interpolation of the Pb values normalized to the position nearest the 

detector. 

3· Target Self Attenuation 

The amount of photon attenuation in escaping the target depends on 

how much material the photon must pass through and the photon energy. 

For computing an absolute efficiency using the ~ x rays from several 

targets, attenuation coefficients at the energy of the x ray for each 

target were used. Distances from the point of production to the point 

•! 

, 
'· 
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of exit from the target were computed with the assumption that all inter-

actions occurred on the beam centerline. For the effective detector 

efficiency determined for each of the four targets for which gamma 

spectra were measured, the same geometrical treatment was used, but 

attenuation coefficients were interpolated as a function of energy from 

121 those listed by Hubbell and Berger. 

An empirical test of the attenuation of the Ph fl-mesic x rays by 

the Ni target was made. For this test the Ni target was placed between 

the Pb target and the Ge(Li) detector. The measured attenuation of the 

~( 5· 8 MeV) and Lcx(2.6 MeV) x-ray lines is compared below with the 

calculated attenuation. 

Energy Experimental Theoretical 
(MeV) attenuation attenuation 

2.6 0.659_±0.052 o.689 

5-8 0.763_±0.039 0-737 
121 Interpolated attenuation coefficients from Hubbell and Berger were 

used in the calculations. The agreement is good, thus the use of the 

analyticexpression for self absorption in the targets was assumed to be 

justified. 

4. Correction for Muons Stopping in s3 

A muon-stop trigger s1s
2
s
3

Ac means that the muon gave a scintill~tion 

signal in counters s1, s
2

, and s
3 

but not A and that it did not give off 

Cerenkov radiation in c. Such a muon must stop either in the target or 

counter s
3

• To correct for muons stopping in s
3 

a no-target measurement 

of the ratio R of the number of muon-stop triggers (s
1
s

2
s
3
Ac) to. the 

~umber of muons incident upon counter s
3 

(s
1
s
2

s
3

) was made. Sin<;:e 

s1s
2
s
3 

was scaled during the experiment the net number of muon stops in 

the target is given by 
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Net Stops 

The Si and Co targets were compressed powders encased in plexiglass 

boxes. A correction for muons stopping in the plexiglass boxes was made 

for these two· targets. 

5. Ratio of ~ILK 

The ratio ~ILK was determined experimentally for the Al, Si, Ca, 

Fe, Co, Ni, Cu and Mo targets. 

As a first step this ratio was determined from just the raw yields 

of the K x.,.ray series. in each target assuming the efficiency for detector 

of each line in the series to be the same. An efficiency curve was 

plotted using these values. Then the ratio was reclaculated in an 

iterative fashion using the relative efficiency at the energy of each line 

in the K series. 

where 

That is 

·~ 
E EO: E a:. a: 

~+ Et3 ~ + K + 
E )' E 

others r 

K. = number of counts in the ith line of K series 
1 

E, = efficiency at energy of ith line 
1 

K others 

The reduction of the ratio from the first to second iteration was 10% for 

Al and 5% for Mo. The values are tabulated and compared with other 

measured values in Table III. The errors quoted are statistical and the 

error ~n the efficiency ratios is neglected. 

The ~ILK ratio was taken to be 0.91 for Pb. This is the result of 

a calculation by Sundaresan. 63 The ratio was taken as 0.88 for both Ag 

and Sn. A plot of the absolute efficiency on semilog paper compares well 

with an efficiency response reported by Cline 122 for such a detector over 

·, . ; 
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an energy range including these x rays and this indicates that these 

assumptions are reasonable. 

6. Absolute Detector Efficiency 

The absolute efficiency E at the .~· energy for a particular target 

is then given by 

E = number of photons detected 
effective number of photons produced 

that is 
net ~ area 

E = (net muon stops )(Kc/L:K)( SAG) 

where SAG is the self-attenuation and geometry correction described above 

and 

SAG(E ) 
)' 

f S(t)G(t)A(t,E )dt 
. y 

Js(t) 

S(t) = the muon stopping distribution 

G(t) the solid angle correction 

A(t,E) = the photon attenuation in th~ target correction 

factor 

The integrals are over the target thickness along the beamline. The 

error in this efficiency was determined in the standard way with an 

estimated error of 3% for the SAG term. 

The absolute efficiency determined in this manner is shown in 

Fig. 1& The exponential character of this plot over most of the energy 

~ange is to be expected for a detector such as the one used in this 

. 122 expen.ment. 

7· Relative Efficiency of Detector 

As mentioned in the text an FEP relative efficiency was determined 

for the detector. This was done to extend the energy range and to 

determine the efficiency response of the detector in more detail. 
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Measurements at 37 energies from 59 keV to 4072 keV were made using 

EA d d d h . d . . 67' 68 IA stan ar sources an ot er ra 101sotopes. 

8. Effective Efficiency 

This relative.efficiency was then scaled at·the ~x-ray energy for 

each of the four targets studied to a value 

Net· Kcx Area 

Ecx = (Net Muon Stops )(Kcx/I:K) 

A self-attenuation correction for that target was then made as a 

function of energy to obtain the effective detector efficiency at each 

energy, eff(E ). 

The errors for the effective efficiency were then tr~ated as multi-

plicative, that is 

where 

!'::.A fractional error in net~ area 

L>(Kc:x/I:K) fractional error in ratio 

6ER = fractional error in relative efficiency 

This effective efficiency is shown for Cain Fig.l9. 
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B· Doppler Broadened Gamma Peaks Following Muon Capture 

The first order expression for the energy seen in the lab of a 

nuclear gamma ray emitted from a nucleus while :i,.t is recoiling with a 

d . 123 spee v·l.s 

where 

E = 
0 

[3 = 

c = 

J-l = 

G = 

the nuclear transition energy 

v/c 

the speed of light 

cos e 

angle between nuclear momentum vector and the 

direction of the detector 

Figure 42 shows such a process. If the nuclear recoils are isotropic the 

probability of ob'serving a gamma from a nucleus recoiling in dJ-L about J-L is 

The energy distribution of gammas is then 

P(E) = P(J-L) ~~~ = 2~ V ' 
0 

E - E 
0 

- [3 < ---"- :::: [3 
E 

0 

This distribution is shown in Fig. 24a. If no particle emission follows 

muon capture and the lifetime of a populated level is short compared to 

'the slowing down time of the nucleus from the neutrino recoil this distri-

bution applies to the emitted gamma rays. (See the comment on the validity 

of asstnning an isotropic neutrino distribution made in the section on 

Doppler broadened lines in Chap. IV.) For example, garrnna emisSion from 

short lived levels in 
4

°K and 28Al following muon capture in 40ca and 

28si fit this description. 

The energy distribution of garrnna rays emitted from a nucleus following 

two isotropic recoils is of interest. This is assumed to describe a 
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Fig. 42. Gamma ray emitted from a moving nucleus. 
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situation when neutron emission follows muon capture. Figure 1~3 shows 

the process schematically. The distribution of the z-component of the 

nuclear velocity from each recoil is 

Pl (vv ) 1 
2vv 

, 
z 

.. v <v <v 
v Vz V 

and 

P
2

(v ) 1 
nz - 2V ' n 

- v <v <v n- nz n 

where 

vv nuclear recoil velocity from the emitted neutrino 

vn nuclear recoil velocity from the emitted neutron 

The z-component of the total nuclear recoil velocity is 

v = v + v . z vz nz 

Conservation of probability gives the relation 

I 
v z 

-v z 

P(v )dv z z f 
v 

n 

-v n 

P2 (v ) P1(v 
nz Vz v - v )dv dv z · nz · nz Vz 

1 , and is independent of v a change of variables gives 
2vv z 

[ r dv ] dv. nz z 

The regions of interest are shown in v
2
--vnz space in Fig. 44, in this 

diagram vn > v. . Carrying out the integration in regions I, II, and III 

gives after converting to energy 

E0 ( 1 
v + v ) /1 lvn- vvl Region I: n v <E <E 

c I 0 I + c 

c 1 [ 
c(E -

Eo) l P(E ) = - v + v + 
y 

y E 4v v v n E o n v 0 

(1 jv - vvfJ ( 1 + 
lv - v)) 

Region II: E n < E <E n 
0 c I 0 c 

P(E ) c 
I zE v o n 
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XBL 723-613 

Fig. 43. Gamma ray emitted from a moving nucleus following two 

nuclear recoils. 
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Ill 

INTEGRATION REGIONS 

Fig. 44. Diagram of integration region for two nuclear recoil 

problem after change of variables. 

XBL 721-31 
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c 1 
E 4v v 

o n v 
[ 

v ~ v - _c (~E_,_y_-_E_o_) I 
v n E 

0 

For the case vv > vn the distribution in regions I and III remain the 

same and in region II 

P(E ) 
)' 

c 

This distribution is shown in Fig. 24b. 
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C. Population of State Calculations 

The probability for the direct population of a particular state in 

a residual nucleus was calculated using the measured transition intensity 

for the gamma lines identified as transitions from that state and branch-

i~g ratios from published decay schemes. (See Table VII for references 

used for branching ratios.) Where transitions from higher energy states 

were seen, appropriate account was taken for known cascade feeding of 

levels. 

These population of state calculations are now described in detaiL 

Consider a state lA ) of a residual nucleus which decays via two branches 

to states IB ) and It ) with branching probabilities ?·B and "c (Fig. 45). 

Say the branch to state IB ) is observed with intensity IB ± 6IB and 

similarly the branch to state I C ) is observed with intensity Ic± 6IC. 

The number of photon transitions TB originating from state lA ) as 

calculated from the intensity of the observed transition to state jB ) 

is given by 

TB 
IB 

\ 
6T = 

.6IB 

B AB 

~here the error in the branching probability is taken to be negligible. 

A similar relation obtains for the branch to stat~ lc ). 
The mean number of photon transitions originating from state S 

determined from the weighted average of TB and TC is then 

T = 

with root mean square error 

+ T /.6T 
2 

c c· 

+ l/6T 
2 

c 

' 2 . 2 6T = (TB - T) + (Tc - T) 
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lA> 

IB> 

IC> 
.... : 

XBL 723-6J2 
Fig. 45. Hypothetical decay scheme. 
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Treating the errors in this manner leads to a conservative estimate of 

the error. That is, due to the method in which the efficiency curve was 

normalized, the contribution of the normalization error is counted twice. 

This leads in the worst case, for intense lines to an overestimate of the 

error of perhaps 30%. For weakly populated lin~s this contribution to 

the error is small • 

The probability of directly populating the state lA ) -- P -- was 

then taken as T if no transitions from higher energy states populated 

state jA ) via cascades. If cascade populations were identifiable they 

were subtracted from T to obtain P. For example, if a higher energy 

state lA' ) decay~ via a branch to state lA ), ~sing the notation 

introduced above 
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